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Miss ing From Scho ol
OR, THE MYSTERIOUS

DISAPPEARANC~

OF BILLY BIRD

By H OWARD AUSTIN
CHAPTER 1.-How the Canoe Went Over the
Falls.
"Look out for Billy! Hey; boys, look out f or
Billy Bird!"
Raymond Whitcomb gave a _s hout which was
heard all over Spy Pond and threw the boys of
Dr. Whiteside's Academy into a state of excitement at once.
''He'll upset!" shouted one.
"He'll go over the falls, sure pop!" cried another.
"Head him off, boys! Head him off!" a dozen
yelled, but Joe Quigley, the school bully, who always rejoiced in other people's misfortunes and
made a j oke of them, sat back in his canoe and
laughed.
Raymond Whitcomb, commonly called Ray by
his schoolfellows, was too far in the rear to help
the boy, who, by bad management of his canoe,
had got himself into trouble and was now being
blown perilously near the falls, where the water
of Spy Pond went tumbling over the only bed of
rocks anywhere to be found in the vicinity of
Lyndon, Michigan, forming the Fox River, a
stream not more than a mile in length, which in
time of freshet went rushing into Lake Michigan
with an energy which ought to have entitled it to
a longer existence and was there lost.
But his cry of warning had been heard and
this saved the boy from an accident which might
have been serious. The boys who were nearest to
him changed their course and ran their canoes
in front of Billy's, which brought him to a temporary standstill and enabled him to again get
control of his sail. It was practice day for the
Canoe Club of Dr. Whiteside's Academy. A canoe
regatta was in the wind and a few weeks later it
was proposed to sail a race with a Chicago club,
which had challenged the school. The race was
to take place on the lake, but this was too distant from the academy to make it possible to
practice there--and often too dangerous-Spy
Pond had been chosen, being at the foot of the
little rise upon which the academy stood.
"You better give it up, Bill!" shouted Joe Quig·
ley, sarcastically, when the canoes swung around
and' stood back up the pond. "You can't do anything with your old tub and there's no use trying.
Better go back to school and help the girls play
~uet."

Billy Bird made no answer.

He was rather a

s~nsitive boy and, _though fu}l of ambition to j oin
his ~choolfellows m all their sports, his lack ot

physical strength, combined with a certain "backhandness,". as Ray always ~ailed it, made it very
hard for hrm to hold up his end.
"Shut up, Joe! You're alwa~ picking at Billy,"
called Ray, from his canoe, where he was making some changes in his sail, which was the reason he had not joined in the run.
"That's what he is!" cried Fred Fielding.
"There isn't a clumsier hand at canoe sailing
than J oe himself."
The bumptious Master Quigley was " on his
ear" in an instant. Fact was, Joe was always
" r owing," forever kicking up a muss. Because
his father was a rich contractor and a prominent ward politician in Chicago, Joe labored un·
der the delusion that he could "boss" the whole
school. It was true that he did succeed in bullying the younger boys, but when it came to Ray
and Fred anti the other ones they simply would
not stand it, which fact Ray had taken occasi6n
to impress upon the bully's rather limited understanding more than once.
"Bet you I can sail close to the falls and not
go over!" cried Joe, boasting. "I done it twice
last week when I was practicing here alone."
"You had better go and practice grammar,"
sneered Fred. "'Done it twice.' Ha! ha! ha!'"
"Shut up there, Fielding, or I'll break your
head!" c1·ied Quigley, but Ray put a stop to the
quarrel by calling "time."
This meant to get in line for another race. The
goal was a certain big tree about a hundred feet
from the falls. The object of this exercise was
to determine which were actually the best canoes
in the fleet, as the selection at the coming race
was to be limited to four. Incidentally, also, was
to be demonstrated which of the boys was the
most expert. All hands were ambitious to figure
in the race, but as only four could have that
honor the competition was naturally keen. It
was a beautiful afternoon in the latter part of
April, perhaps a little too windy, but otherwise
a perfect day for this sort of work. Over on the
shore near the tree the girls of Professor Whiteside's Academy were gathered, watching the
movements of the canoes. Carrie James Wafil
:there, so was Olive Moore and Mami4' Sheldo~
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and a dozen more or less popular with the boys, they only served to make him more determin ed
who, under the circumst ances, naturall y wanted to try his risky experim ent and make the turn
to niake the best display of their skill possible. at the very edge of the falls.
And while they were getting in line let us pause
As for Ray, he never doubted from the first
to say a word about Dr. Whitesid e's famous acad- what the result would be.
emy for boys and girls,which was and still is one
"He's in for it, girls,'' he cried, and ran along
of the most th(>rough , as well as popular, educa- the bank to the edge of the falls.
tional institutio ns in the neighbor hood of Chicago.
He had scarcely reached it when Joe started to
Besides the canoe club there were many other make his turn. Instantly the wind swept the
clubs in connectio n with the school, but as our canoe broadsid e OR toward the falls and Joe ran
story principa lly concerns the boys who were up his true colors at last.
gathered on Spy Pond that April day, we will re. "Oh, sa've me! save me!" he yelled, and then,
turn to them at once.
hke the fool that he was, .stood up in -the canoe.
"Ready! Let her go!" shouted Ray, and this
"Sit down!" cried Fred. "Sit ·dowJl, you idiot!
time the start was made in good shape. .
Sit down!"
·
·
Ray and Fred kept pretty close together and
The girls on the shore screame d. Carrie James
had the lead from the start. Joe Quigley · was covered her face with her hands, calling out: "Oh,
third at first and then dropped back j;o the .fift~ don't, Ray! Don't go!"
place. . Poor Billy Bird, who felt himself thor- Ray had'.thro wn otf his hat and coat and kicked ·
oughly called down by what had occurred , made · the- -shoes from his feet.
·
the start with the rest, but immedia tely pulled
"Hold on, Quigley! Don't let go of the cacut and sailed- his canoe to the ·float, at the foot noe!" he shoutect.
'
.
of the school grounds.
Th~ en<! had come. The canoe toppled over the
· "There they go! They are off!" cried the girls falls . and was swept out of sight. · Quick as a
flash Ray threw out his arms and took a header
from the shore.
.
. "Oh, look 11t Ray! Isn't he just splendid !" ex-: down into the Pot •
. '
claiined Carrie James. "Doesn't he handle his
canoe well?"·
. · ':Not half as ~ell as Fred," replied Olive
CHAPT ER II.-The Giant Who Stood on the
?doore. "Fred is the handsom est fellow in the
Wharf.
sdiool."
·
· •
Now, Ray Whitcom b had done a much braver
Ray passed the tree half a length in advance
of Fred, who certainly m_a de a good second. The thing than one might naturall y suppose. Of
others came trailing after them, Joe Quigley com- course, any good swimme r can jump in and save
ing up sixth. · The girls screamed with excite- life if he knows how to handle himself, and Ray
ment, as girls will, and applaude d Ray and Fred.' was as good as swimme r as there was in the
The move now was to make a circuit and beat scho?l. Trouble .w~s, if you once got into the
against the wind. Ray started to do so, when Pot it was no easy JOb to get out of it again, and
all at once Joe Quigley, instead of keeping his if you did get out too suddenly you were liable
place, shot right across the course toward the to be swept among the rocks into Fox River and
there the . danger came. Most of the year Fox
falls. ·
"Get back out of that, Joe! Ar~ you crazy?" River was a mere cre~k, which anybody could
shouted Ray, who had all he could to do to pre- jump acr~ss wit~out the least risk of getting wet
feet, but m April, after the break up of the ice
vent a collision.
"Indeed I won't!" cried Joe. "I'll show you it · became a deep, swift stream, which ran its
fellers how near I can run to the falls. I'm out short ·course between two of those immense sand
of the race anyhow and I'll go where I please." hills which are of frequent occurren ce on the
"You'll go to pot if you keep on that way and Michiga n shore of the lake.
These . hills were forty feet high and no man
take . your canoe with you!" cried Fred.
could possibly climb them, as. the shifting
· To "go to pot" is a favorite- saying among living
sand of which they were composed offered no
boys, of course, but below the falls was a hole foothold.
filled with jagged rocks, where the water was al- to get intoThus if one was unfortun ate enough
Fox River the only thing to do was''
ways foaming and boiling, as it tried to force to swim
on until you came to its end and take
its way into Fox River. This was called the big
chances of being able to land on the lake
"Pot" by the boys, and while a canoe might shoot shore.
Ray knew all this when he boldly jumped
the falls in safety-t hey were only twelve feet to the rescue
high-it could never hope to survive the P6t and and his yell ofof Joe Quigley. Joe knew it, too,
despair as he went over the falls
to avoid being dashed to pieces on the rocks. Ray might
been heard half a mile away. The
knew the danger and he knew only too well that passagehave
of _the falls was made successf ully
Joe was but a clumsy hand at canoeing .
enough, so far as Joe. was concern,ed, but the ca"He'll go over as sure as fate!" he shouted. noe was broken
to splmters . When Ray came up
"Some one must look after him or he'll be to the
surface of the Pot there was Joe clinging
drowned ."
to one of the sharp rocks, yelling for
like a
He swung around and drove his canoe over to good f ellow, -while Carrie James, Olive help
Moore and
the shL•.-e, where the girls stood; the work of a
the other girls had run down the bank to the
moment only.
edge of the Pot and were screamin g, too.
·
"0h, look at him! Joe will go over the falls!"
"Hold on, Quigley! Don't make such a row!"
screamed Mamie Sheldon, and a dozen other girls cried Ray, balancin g himself in the water.
"I'll
!Ldtled their cries to hers, but instead of acting as get you all right eriough !"
a warning to the stupid braggar t in the canoe,
"Help I help! Save me I I can't swim but a ..
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little. I'll be swept into Fo:ii: Rived I can't hold began falling into a ruinous condition, until at'
on here!" Joe yelled, full of words, as usual, but last .everything worth removing was taken away
by a Chicago junk dealer and the plant entirely
with few ideas.
·
Ray swam to his s de and flung his arm about abandoned.
"The deserted village," Dr. Whiteside's pupils
him, just as he slipped his hold on the rock.
"Stop that yelling I Be a man and I'll save called it, and it certainly could not have had a
you!" he shouted. "No, don't try to _grab me; if better name.
Right alongside these ruined buildings Fox Rivyou do I'll let you go I Ah, you will, will you?
er emptied into the lake and it was at the old
Take that, you fool I"'
Ray· just had to haul off an_d hit him or J \)e wharf on the -riverside that Ray meant to make
would have dragged them both down. For · this his landing, _apd did. He was all prepared for
Joe never forgave him, though it brought the fool- business when he shot out from between the sand
ish -fellow to his senses at the time. Meanwhile, hills.. Turning over on _h is stomach, he strucl(
the boys were running their canoes ashore with out for the wharf and managed to catch hold of
the intention of coming down the. bank to s~e one of the piles which held it up, where he clunn
what was going on below the falls. As they came .o n desperately, for the ·current was running like .
down the hill they saw Ray treading water in a mill-race and . his strength was almost gone.
the Pot, holding Joe by the legs, while Carrie But he was not saved yet by any means. To
James was bending down over the water tryini climb upon the wharf was impossible, for the
piles were fearfully slippery. On either side there
to seize the .hands of the frightened boy.
"Catch him, Carrie!" cried Ray. "I'll hold him was a wall Qf ·planks, which supported the ·bank.
up! Be careful now, Joe, that you don't pull This wall was six feet high and as. slippery aa
glass. Ray could no more climb it than he· cotild
Carrie in, and on your life don't you kickcme." _
It was the biggest risk Ray had taken yet, for :fly.
"Oh, if I only had some one to throw me a
Joe was a· chump if ever there , was one. The
instant he got hold of Carrie's hand, instead of rope!" he thought. "I can't ·climb up and I ca:Q
waiting a second for Ray to push him forward, hold on but a moment. I had better let myseH
he kicked back violently and .the young life-saver go and take my chances in the lake."
. He was just· about to give up when sudden!,-.
got it ·in the head.
the last thing that Ray expected- to happen there
"Ohl oh! oh!" screamed the girls, in chorus.
in the deserted vi!Jage occurred. A man sud"Save Rayl'' shouted Fred Fielding.
1
"You idiot! I wish I had let you drown!" cried denly looked down upon him from the wharf.
doing
you
are
thunder
in
What
I
boy
"Helio;
shore.
the
Carrie, ' as she dragged Joe upon
exclaimed, and Ray also gave .an exIf Ray Whitcomb had been one of the nervous, there?" heof astonishimen t, for never in .his ·life,
scary sort he would have seen·-his finish in short clamation
of a dime museum, had he seen anything
order, but, as a matter of fact, he was nothing outside
before. The man who stood lookil.lg'
this
like
forehead,
his
bruised
had
heel
Joe's
kind.
the
af
was sev,en feet tall at the very least.
him
at
down
was
danger
His
him.
hurt
~eriously
not
but had
or·
struggles
own
.his
by
himself
now in drowning
'
·
in. being sw~pt out into the lake. ·
"If I can keep. my·head above water -I'm iii no C1!AI'TER III.~The Str~nge Conduct. of· Billy
real danger," thought Ray. "Only thing is to
Bird.
keep from getting swamped in the rush:" .
"Boy, do you want to get up out of that?' 1 asked
The best way to accomplish tliis was to .Ile
his back, that was certain, and Ray got iilto that the-giant, twisting his face up into the most· horpo11ition as quick as possible. He tried· .-to go_ _rible knots, a cross between a scowl and a smile.
"Well, naturally," replied Ray. "I don't want
down feet first, but found it impossible to keep
himself in ·position, for the force of the current to stay here. Can't you raise a rope or somewould swing him around, so he 'just let himself thing and give me a lift."
'!I can do it without a rope," ·replied the giant.
RQ and went flying head first dowh the stream.
·
·
"I'll give you a hand."
•i ~·1 , must look alive for the l~ke," he thought.
Probably there was not another man in the
~I don't want to be swept out. I ought to be
able .to get. ·a shore at the old foundry. It will State of Michigan who could have done it, but
the giant on the wharf could, and did. He lay
,o nly be a moment now."
over so far that
And while the river is carrying Ray along at down and, bracing his fe.et, bent topple
over and ·
fearful ·s peed let us pause for a moment more Ray fully expected to see him
put out
He
him.
of
top
on
down
tumbling
come
on.
foundry,"
"old
same
that
about
explain
and
hold.
take
to
Ray
to
called
and
arm
right
Jong,
his
hapwhat
upon
has
it
bearing
the
of
account
Strength hardly o..."'<pressed the power he exerted
pened later on. Many years before the mouth
of Fox River was a scene of activity. · A loco- then, for he just drew Ray right up out of the
the
motive works had been established there, a large water without any apparent exertion, untilwith
Iron foundry was built and a machine i;hop and boy was able to get hold of the stringpiece
wharf, besides a large house for the superin- the other hand; then one quick jerk and Ray
tendent and a number of small ones for the op- stood all dripping facing the giant on the w)iarf.
He was certainly a queer-looking customer; be~tives in the works. For a long time business
and very
flourished there, but at last the concern failed ing not only very tall, but very thin
terribly
and for some reason the expensive plant was old, Ray thought, for his face was
wrinkled and his hair quite gray. His cothea
·.never again operated. The longer it lay idle t;he
were
:worse it grew. The machinery rusted, became were black and dreadfully shabby, his shoes
antiquated and behind the .t imes, the buildings all broken and out at the toes; to make hi& ap-

on
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pearnnce more absurd, he ·wore on his head a battered old plug hat which made him look a foot
taller than he really was..
' ·
"Ha! Well, boy, you are out of that scrape. all
right," he said, in a high-pitched, rasping voice.
"You are all wet, but ·it might have been worse.
What's your name?"
·
·"My name is Ray Whitcomb," repli.ed our h'.ero,
"and I'm sure I am very much obliged to you,
sir. I might have saved myself in the lake, but
I couldn't have held on there a minute more."
"Probably not," replied the giant. "How did
you get there, boy?"
.
.
.
Ray told his story, the g1~nt screwmg hi~ face
up into a hundred knots while he was talkmg.
"Don't do a thing like that again," he snapped.
"N'o sense in sacrifi.cing your own life to save
that of a fool. So you are one of Dr. Whiteside's pupils, are you? Do you know a boy they
call Billy Bird?"
.
. "Very well, sir. Billy is one of my particular
friends."
: The giant screwed his face' up again. .His UI_J·
per set of false teeth dropped down mto fas
mouth at the ·same time and he forced them back
into place with a gobbling noise which WR:S very
unpleasant, for Ray thought he was gomg to
swallow them.
. "One ·of your particular friends, eh?" he· repeated. "Just so. Boys make friends e~sily. Old
fellows like me know better. Ray Wh1tcombJ I
have done you a service. Will you tio one for
me?"
.
.
·. "Certainly, sir,'' replied Ray, · puttmg his hand
into his pocket, for he fancied he knew what was
·coming.
. "No, no, not that! Put up your money!" interposed the giant. "I am no tramp, althougli. I
may look like one. to_ you. _ I. wan~ Y?,u to take
this letter and deliver it to Billy Bird.
As he spoke the giant drew a sealed envelope
from his .pocket, where, judging. froi;n its greasy,
crumpled appearanc.e, Ray fanc1ed.1t. must ha';e
remained a long while, and placed it m the boys
hand.
·
.
"Do that for me and you will oblige me,'' he.
said. "You will also save me the necessity of
delivering it my.self, which, for various reasons,
I don't want to do."
·
. "I'll do it, sir," replied Ra~, ,wonderingly, foz:
he could not imagine what th'is strange creature
could possibly have t-0 do ·with Billy ~ird. "Who
shall I say gave it.. to ·me?" he asked.
.
· "You don't have to say," . replied the giant.
"The · letter tells that. Good ·day, young man.'
Hope -you don't get ·cold"" · .
.
·
When Ray .turned the corner of the . old fo?ndry the gia!1t was nowher~ t? be seen. Bemg
in his stockmg-feet and dr1ppmg wet,_ Ray was.
certainly in poor· shape to start off giant hunting and he came to the very sensible conclusion.
that as a mile lay between him and the academy
the best thing he ' could do' was to cover it as
quickly as 'possible, and . with · the letter in his
hand he started off on the · run. The path 'Yas
a lonely one-there was no regular road leadn:ig
his · way-and Ray had no~ more than half-covered the distance when _he heard loud shouts_
ahead of him . and · saw a great crowd of the
":Whitesides,". as the a_cadeln.y boys called . them·-..
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selves, running do\vn the path, with .Fred Fi~~
ing in the · lead. It was a joYful meeting; there
was a lot said on both siiles, but we pass it over.
as lightly as Ray did the compliments of his
friends.
.
.
"Pshawr It was notl;ii.n g, boys; just nothing at
ell," he declared. "I had a queer adventure . at
the end, though, which I must tell you about.
Where's Billy Bird? I've got a letter for him."
Then came the story of the , giant and th&
gre.atest curiosity was aroused. But it was not
"to be satisfied then, for Billy was not among the
rest, nor was Joe Quigley, who had gone straight
back to school for dry clothes.
"And will you believe it, Ray," said Fred, who
made this announcement, "Joe had the gall to
say that you crowded him over the dam? Never
a word. about your saving his life, either. He
said, though, if you hadn't' punched !iim there in
the Pot he could have got out by. himself."
·
It was nearly dark when the boys reached the
academy and, as the supper-bell .was about to
ring, Ray had just time to change · his clothes.
The talk the last part· of the way had all run to
canoes, as usual, and Ray forgot the giant and
the letter, too, for, as it happened, he saw noth:
ing of Billy Bird until the retiring bell rang and
he met him in dormitory No. 10, which he· shared
with Billy and Fred. ·
·
. ·
"Oh, Ray, I never knew ·a thing about your accident until just a little while ago!" exclaimed
Billy. . "You see, I went up in the woods alone
and after supper I went right to studying. I'm
glad you came out of it all right."
"'Thank you, Billy. There never ' was any danger, though," replied Ray. '.' I've' got something to
tell you, old man, but· first let me give you this."
Ray went to his coat, which he had hung up fo:r
the night, and took out the letter.
"For me, Ray?" demanded Billy, seeing his
name written across it. "Where in the world did
you get this?"
"Got it from a giant down at the deserted village," laughed Ray.
"What!"
"Oh, read it and find out. I'll tell you all
about it then. Say, Fred, I think I'll have to
lighten up my canoe. She carries too much weight
altogether and-hello! What'!Vthe matter here.?'
· Billy Bird had uttered a sharp Cl'y. . ·
· "Oh, Rayl Oh, Ray!" he called out, clutching
the ·letter. in his hand. :
' ·
"What is it? What in the world is the. matter with: you, Billy?" cried ~ay, t~rning ,t o the
boy, who seemed to be sliffe;rmg fro~ some terrible .shock.
•
· "Oh, don't ask µiel I can't tell yo_u . I must
go! I must go!'!
.
- Ray 'thre.w his ar~ around him and tried to_
take the letter ·but Billy pulled awl1y and thrust
it into liis pocket,' saying, "No, no! No, no!"
· "Tell me what's the matter?" demanded Ray.
· '~No, no! I can't!. I can't! I must go!"
"Go where?"
·
·
·
· "No matter! No matter!
I can't explain!"
"But you can't get out tonight; the gates are ·
locked. , Unles's you want to rout up Dr. Whiteside you . can't ·get .out of the school.'! .
' ''."Yes, I know! I must·wait ·till morninJ[. Then
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it will be t,00 late. S~e, I_ am quiet now. Who
gave 'YOU that letter, Ray?" "
Ray ha;Stily told ~bqut the giant. Billy walked
to t~e wmdow while he was ta1king and stood
lookmg out. Suddenly he gave a sharp cry and .
caught Ray by the arm.
"Look! Look!" he 'exc)ajmed. "Is that the
man?"
Fred rushed . to the wi,ndow as Ray hastily
th:rew up the sash. There was a little hill back
of -the school, the top of which rose above the
wall, . and there, standing upon it in the full
moonlight, was a man seven"j'eet tall at the least.
·
"That's the man!" he cried.
"Then I'm lost!' gasped Billy, and he threw
himself on the bed, face downward, and · sobbed
as though his heart would break.
The instant the boys showed themselves at the
qpen window the giant ran down the hill and
disappeared. ·For an hour or more Ray and Fred
worked over Billy, but they could draw nothing
·o ut of him. At last he fell asleep, with the let- ·
ter still clutched in his hand. Fred was for
taking it away and reading it, but Ray refused
to resort to any such met'hod to solve the mystery, so the boys left Billy as he was and tumbled into bed. A little after midnight Ray, woke
up.
"Billy!" he called. "Hey, Billy!"
There was ..no. answer. Ray got up and struck
a matcti. To his amazement the adjoining bed
was vacant. . Billy .Bird had disappeared . and
upon the bed lay a scrap of paper with these
words hastily scrawled:
'

c

"Ray:-lf I am not in to breakfast you will
-never see me .alive again . . Look for my body in
Lake Michigan; · it .is all you can do. Always
BILLY BIRD."
your fri!?nd,

CHAPTER ·IV-Those Ghostly Lights.
If there were ever tWo. thoroughly astonished
boys in Doctor Whiteside's Academy it was Ray
Whitcomb and Fred Fielding that night in dormitory No. 10. ·For a moment the two boys stood
looking at each other in blank amazement.
• ,('Let me see the note," said Fred. "It can't
be that you have read it straight."
' "Oh, but I have," said Ray. "Look at it for
:tourse}f if you don't believe me."
:< "That's ·surely what it says," mused Fred,
looking over the paper. "How in the world do
\
you suppose he got away?"
"There's the window."
"Yes, but he couldn't have jumped out. It's
forty feet down to the gr.ound."
"You don't seem to realize that the clothes
have been stripped off that spare' bed. Of course,
he tied them together and dropped down as
easy as rolling off a log-look' here, I 'told you
I was 1·ight."
The window stood wide open when Ray first
got out · of bed, . but in the excitement of 'the
moment he .had not looked out until now.
The conditiol'.l of t:ti.i.i:igs outside the window
told the story. There was the rope, of bedclothes hanging to a big hook which had been
screwed into .th~ wgather-boarding. This. impro. ed rope reach~ almost ~o . the gr9und and aS
•.
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the blankets, sheets and coverlet. had been firmly
kpotted together the boys saw that Billy had
experienced no difficulty in Teaching the school
yard, but there was the fence to be scaled after
that.
"That's the hook tbat was swiped out of the
boat-house!" exclaimed Fred.
. "That's w)lat it is,'' replied Ray, examining
~t.. "No_t a doubt about it. Billy must have had ·
it m his pocket all the time." '
"Looks so. He must have had this very thing
in mind."
. "I agree with you. Billy has been in a· bad
state oi mind this long while·1 nervuus as a cat
afraid of his own shadow. Remember how h~
used to watch when the mail-bag came in. He's
been expecting that letter, you may be sure.
Oh, what a fool I was to take it from that man."
"Don't say that, Ray. How could you know?
Billy was a strange fellow, anyhow. Don't you
know that we never could find out who his folks
were or just where he came from? I always
' supposed that Doctor Whiteside knew, but now
I'd · like to bet high that he doesn't know any
more a~out it than w~ do ourselves. Let's get
downstairs and rout him up an dtell him whathas happened. What do you say?"
"I say no," replied Ray, decidedly. "If Billy
had wanted to take Doctor Whiteside into his ·
co_nfidence he would have done it. Don't let's
kick up a row before morning, but I'll tell you
what I will do with you, Fred."
"What?"
"Follow him."
"I'm with you."
"We may be able to trace him. If we can, then
the~e 's a chance of coming up with him always.
We ve got five hours good ahead of us before
daylight and a lot can be done in that time."
No proposition could have pleased Fred Fielding better, for lie was as full of the love of adventure as most boys of his age. Followii;ig Ray's
ex31mp!e, he hurriedly dressed and in a few moments the two boys were ready to act. Ray let
himself down by the rope of bedclothes han~
over hand; Fred lost his grip and slid down, but'
reached the yard all right.
";K'.eep as quiet as possible," whispered Ray.
"There will be trouble if we are caught at this
game."
They stood still, listening. The windows of the
big building were all dark and not a sound broke
the midnight silence.
''.How are we going to get over the fence?"
whispered Fred.
"If Billy got over I guess yve can, all right;·
come down by the barn, like enough he found a
ladder there."
Ray had hit it right. There, leaning against
the fence alongside the barn, was an old stepladder. Ray went up first, and, throwing ·himself
over the fence, hung on and dropped to the
ground below, Fred immediately following his example.
"How in. the world are we ever going to get
back again?" he questiond, as he stood .beside
R~y, who was looking at the ground between the
.
fence .and the rise of the hill.
"We'll leave that to take care of itself, Fred; ·
see, here'13 where Billy jumped down-see the ,
mark of h,is feet?"
"I 40. Which 'V!ay do you suppose he went,?.~'·
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"Some one! · Why, there's twenty men at least: '
. "If tl,ie, ground ' were Ol)lY I little,' softer .~e
hill
the
'up
Ray, lo_ok ! Don't you see thein behind the
be
to
it
Look,.
take
I
but
tell,
could easily
·
' windows there?"
·
·
anyhow ." . ··
know
to
bound
I'm
on.
Come
do!
I
"Indeed
"
"Why?
"'Becau se that's .the shortest way o~er to the what all this means."
"
But Fred was good and scared and he held ·
path which leads down to the ·deserte d village.;
· · back, while Ray started boldly down the hill.
"You think he has gone there?" ·
"Well, it's the only thing I can think. Of course,
'
..
I may be all wrong, .though ."
"We'll try that way first," said 'Fred, and they
hurried ·up the hill, passed down on the other
CHAPTE~ V.-Th e Mystery Deepen s.
side and struck the path. Here it was soft sand
and Ray had a hope that he might strike someOf course Fred could not stay behind after this.
·
thing like a trail.
he ran on down the hill after Ray, coming up
So
He was not disappoin~d. Stoopin g down he with him just as he _reached the foundry yard.
struck a match and carefull y searche d for foot- By this time the situatio n had complet ely altered.
prints, finding them in a moment . They were The lights in the window s of the upper story of
four. in :r:iumber, two very large ones and twQ,- the old machin e shop had now entirely disapmedmm-s1zed ones. They led off in the directio n peared and the deserted village had relapse d into
()f the deserted village, just as Ray had expecte d its usual glooniy condition. All was dark and
them to do.
"pokeri sh" ·and to think of making a closer in"There you are, Fred!" he exclaim ed. "Billy vestiga tion was anythin g but pleasan t. Ray
and the gian~you see."
paused beside the old foundry and waited for
, "The path is sandy in a dozen places," said Fred to come up.
so."
them
Fred. "We ought to be able to trace
"Say, .one of us has got to tackle that ma"We can only try it," replied Ray. "They can't chine shop," he whisper ed, "and I'm going to be
Run,
be long gone. We may catch up with them.
the one~ You'll stand by me, Fred, in case troui
Fred! Run for your life! That long-leg ged snooz- ble comes?"
er is too old to get over the ground very fast."
course."
of
"Why,
thorAt the top of the hill Ray came to a halt,
"No holding back now. 'You'll do just '!hat I
·
oughly winded by his exertion s.
do!'
";No sign of them yet," panted Fred, "but they
"You bet. Count on me, old man."
certainl y went this way."
"Then come on," said Ray, boldly. "We might
then?"
ts,
footprin
"Yo'u noticed the
well take the bull by the horns as to muss
as
"Oh. yes, they were plain enough. Ray, what around its tail. I'm going straigh t upstair s into
·
can it all mean?"
that room, ghosts or no ghosts, for I am satis"Don't ask me. I'm sure I can't tell. We must fied that it's the only way we will ever solve
·
·
get down there and se~, though. "
the mystery about Billy Bird."
"Hold on," whisper ed Fred. "Great Scotti
up the steps and knocked on the door
ran
Ray
There's a light moving in one of those building s with as much assuran ce as if it had been broad
now. Upstair s in that long shop just beyond dayligh t, but ·his heart was in his mouth and
.
the foundr y-don't you see?"
he ·w as secretly · glad when Fred caught hold of
"Why, of. course, I see: · We've treed our· game· his c coat-tai l, for there was no denying that he
all right, I guess. Come 'on!"
was badly scared. There was· no answer at first,
d
an·
light
the
watch
so Ray knocked again and again. · Present ly both
Let's
minute.
.
a
"Wait
·
the boys were startled by hear the sound of
goes."
it
see where
footstep s behind the door.
heavy
on!"
Come
"Come on!
"Some one is coming !" gasped Fred.
"No, wait! Say, it's moving downst airs-do n't
"llushl Keep cool!" whisper ed Ray. "Whoev er )I.
you see it passing the window s? There, now, it
watcha
be
can't
is he doesn't : seem. to be in a ·h urry to open..
it
it
Ray,
Say,
is gone altogeth er.
· .~s:.,
. .
old
the
Ah! Look thel'.e!"
of
up.
charge
taking
man? Th~e's no one
opened on"
which
,
window
the
to
pointed
Ray
building s now."
the platform at the top of the steps right along-··
"No, no! Hasn't been in my time."
bought
have
.
side the .doo.r . . There was a man's face at the
may
_ "I know, but some concern
hideous ly ugly face, all twisted up
,the plant and be getting read·y to start up again." window. A It
was the giant, fast enough. He
knots.
to,
into
want
"You can figu,re it that way if you
to the pane and stared
Fred, but I tell you it isn't so. Your light has held up a ·lantern close
.
o:ut at the boys.
'.l'anished. Now, will you come on?"
"Great Scotti What a facel" gasped Fred.
They had covered about half the distance when
Ray."
suddenl y a strage thing occurre d which was so . "Let's slope,
"You bet I won't," answere d Ray. "I only
startlin g that it brough t the boys up . with a wish
I had a revolv er-that 's all. Hush! He
round turn. All at once every window of the
going to open the d~r."
:upper story of the old machin e shop was ablaze . is It
was certainl y very startlin g. The door of
:with' light and both boys distinct ly saw dark fig- the upper
story of the old machin e shop had not
room.
large
the
about
moving
:ures
built to accomm odate the giant, but ·there
been
stories
"The
Fred.
gasped
gravy!"
by
,
"Gnosts
he was behind it when it dew back.
ithev tell about the deserted village are true after
"Welll What is itY" he demand ed. "What do
,.i1.r.
want here -at this time of night?" .
you
"but
Ray,
cried
sol"
be
can't
"Nonse nse! It
by a great effort of mind, manage d tel.
Ray,
·
there,
in
ne
o
·
some
is
there
as true as .'rou live
keep his wits about him.
Fred..''
.
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"How are you, sir?" he said. "Is Billy Bird
"Come on Fred I" he cried, a~d hurried cjown
in here?"
the stairs and ran down to the lower floor, com~
"Is Billy Bird in here?" he drawled, sarcas- ing against a door which, upon be'ingy0pened,
tically. "What a question to ask a respectable brought them into the yard on the side of the
American Citizen at this nour of the-night. Young builcting toward the lake.
men, go away-go right away if you know what's
"Gee! Look there!" shouted Fred, but Ray,
good for you. Do you hear?"
.
without answering, dashed on to the bulk11ead.
"Well, I hear all right, but I am not going
A good-sized sailboat was just putting off on
to do it until you answer, just the same."
the lake. There were two figures on board, one
"No?" mused the giant. "Then, as I want the giant, who was handling the sheet and tiller
to get rid of you, I suppose I had better answer with no little skill. The other was Billy Bird
.right away."
himself, and he leaned . far over the rail and,
"I'm waiting," said Ray. "I did your errand, pulling off "his hat, wa ved it at the boys.
but I don't •like the wa y it tUt;ned out. I'll
"Good-by, Fred!" he shouted. "Good-by,
give you the question again-is Billy Bird in say good-by to all the fello ws for me, for Rayl
you
here?"
wil~ never see me again."
"Oh, I understand your question all r ight,''
chuckled the gia11t, dropping his teeth and gobbling them up a gain. "Her e's my answer: Yes,
Billy Bird is in here."
CHAPTER VI.-What Happened On the Lake.
"Then we want to i:.ee him."
"Suppose I say you can't ?"
Ray and Fred hardly knew how they got back
"Suppose I t ell you that I don't leave this to dor mitory No. 10, fo1· every instant of the way
place till I do?"
it was nothing but speculat10n about this mys" Don't be sassy, boy."
terious affair in which they had played such a
"Then don't you be aggravating. We are not prominent part. Once in the room the two boys
here to interfere with Billy's business. We want kept on talking about the matter until _morning,
to speak to him...,--that's all."
and. then the very first thing they went to Doctor
"Cheeky!" growled the giant.
"Decidedly Whiteside's apartments and made a clean breast
cheeky. Still, I suppose the cheapest way is to of the affair and were roundly called down for
humor you. Wait a moment. I'll see what he not having done it bef.ore.
says."
"You ought to have come to me, boys, no mat.
He slammed the door in their faces and left ter what the h.our was,'' said the doctor. "Thi'f
them standing there in the moonlight. They could is a very serious matter. I am astonished, Whithear his· footsteps retreating along the passage · comb, that a boy of your common sense should
and then all was still.
not have better appreciated the situation. There
"'Ray,'' whispered Fred, "·f or heaven's sake.let's was still tim_e to rescue that unfortunate boy,
get out of this. I don't want you to think · 1•m but now it is quite too late. . Still, I shall pass
afraid, but I don't like that man."
- it . over, for I have no doubt you thought you
".You ~re not a bit more afraid · than I am,'' · were acting for the best."
retorted Ray, "but I don't go till I've seen Billy
"I a·s:sure you I did, :iir," replied Ray, peniBird and heard what he's got to 1>ay."
tently. "I feel terribly about it. I'm sure my
Fred made no further remark and the boys father would be willing to employ a detective,
waited for a good ten minutes, but there was not and--"
a sound behind the door.
·
"Never mind. I'll talk with you later. This
"He's fooling us!" cried Ray, suddenly. "By · is a strange business. Do you know anything
Jove, Fred, I don't believe - he means to come · about Billy Bird?"
back at all." · · .
• "Nqt' a thing, sir. He would never tell us
"I'm ready to believe any old thing about that wllere he lived or who his folks were, but probably
dime museum freak," replied Fred, "but what you know."
·
·
·
,
do . you propose to do?" :
"That's just where you are mistaken," repli~ .
"Go in and find out for ourselves how the · the doctor. "'I know nothing at all. Billy Bird ·
case stands with Billy Bird."
came here himself, a{ld paid the money' for two ·
".Gee-l No, you don't!"
· years' tuition in cash. He told me that he was
"I .will. Let go my coat, Fred Fielding. I · - an orphan and that for family reasons he could
was born a cowar.d, but I'm going to make :riiy- - not· tell me anything about his ·past history. He
self a brave man if I die for it. Let go of me, begged me so hard to receive him that I did so,
I say."
although it is entirely against my usual custom,
Ray caught at the latch and, to his surprise, and I must say that he has proved himself a
found that the giant had not fastened the door very excellent boy."
and stranger, still, there stood the lantern on
'.'Not a better fellow in the · school, sir,'' cried
the' floor inside.
Ray, warmly, "but there was always something
"Come on, Fred," he cried, seizing it and run- . peculiar about him. Doctor, I'm half wild about
ning along the passage. "If Billy Bird is in it. What shall we do?"
this building, I'll blame soon find it out."
"Why, I shall think it over,'' replied Doctor
Inspired by Ray's boldness, Fred hurried on. Whiteside, "but as a matter of fact, boys, I don't
Reaching the end of the passage, Ray threw open see bow I am justified in doing anything. Billy
another door, which opened upon a long room Bird came here of his own accord and he bas
with many windows-the room in which the lights evidently gone away because he wanted to. I
had been seen. It was entirely vacant. Nothing am not his ~eeper and cannot constitute myself
to be seen but a number of old boxes and plenty under the circumstances. Really, if I knew where
of dust.
he was at the present moment I 'question ver:v.
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gravely. if I should be justified in forcing him to
return to the academy. I see nothing to do but
to write after his name in my roll-book, 'missing from school.'"
'
And that was the way the matter rested for
the time. Great was the excitement among
Doctor Whiteside's pupils when the strange
events of the night werP made known and Ray
and Fred were called upon to tell their story,
again and again. As soon as the day's session
was over · there was a grand stampede for the
deserted village, and the ruinous old buildings
were thoroughly ransacked. Ray and Fred went
with the rest, for they had a double motive in
explor ing the old machine shop by daylight.
· Not a word had they to say about the strange
light and moving figures, though. So the days
passed and the strange disappearance of Billy
Bird still remained a nfystery. Doctor , Whiteside, at his own expense, put a private detective
on the case, but with no better result than spending a considerable sum of money to no purpose
whatever, so at last the matter was allowed to
drop, and after ' Billy Bird's name on the rollbook was written in great black letters:
MISSING FROM SCHOOL.

/

The days came and went and the time for
the great canoe race drew near. Joe Quigley
was now ruled out of the race, much to the
disgust of the conceited fellow. But Joe had
learned a lesson .by his accident. He wanted to
be popular, so he publicly thanked Ray for saving his life, and on this day he invited Carrie
James, Olive Moore and Mamie Sheldon to go
out with him <in the Water Witch, a handsome
new sailboat, • which his father had recently
bought him, and was now lying at Brown's landing, a little below the deserted village.
It was a beautiful day and the young canoeists
soon got started in good shape. The run was to
be for about a mile right into the lake and then
to beat back to Brown's landing. The out run
was performed successfully, but the beating back
part did not work, for, as it happened, the wind
shifted so that all they could do was to sail
before it on the home run. ' Ray had been in
the lead going out and Fred second, and the
canoes soon assumed the same order going back.
Ray's dainty little craft went skimming ov~r
the water almost as fast as the wind itself. As
he neared the shore he saw Joe Quigley juo;t puttin gout in the Water Witch. As usual, Joe was
a day behind the fair. He had had trouble getting started and he was in trouble now, for he
had some wild notion in his head that he understood managing a boat and could sail against
the wind without tacking, but he soon found out
his error and when Ray came flying up there
was· Joe with his ·sail flapping and three screaming girls on his hands.
"Look out, Joe! You'll run ""me down!" shouted Ray.
"Oh, save us, Ray! Save us! We shall be
drowned!" Carrie James cried out.
"Port your helm, Joe!" shouted Ray. "Port
your helm, you fool!"
Joe tried, but the trouble was he "ported" his
helm the wrong way. Ray changed his course to
avoid the collision, which would .have been in~vit&ble if he ruid m_aintained it. As he did so,

to his utter amazement, he saw a boy close beside him in the water, swimming with all his
clothes on toward the canoe.
"Oh, good gracious, Ray!" screamed Olive
Moore. "Look, Ray! Look!"
"Ray!" yelled Fred, whose canoe was..close behind him. "Oh, Ray! It's Billy Bird!"
At the same instant the swimmer uttered a
despairing cry, threw up his arms and sank out
of sight.
"Save him, Ray!" cried Marnie Sheldon and
Carrie James in one breath.
Ray was ready. He needed no urging. Without an instant'•hesitat ion he tumbled overboard
into the lake.
CHAPTER VIL-Is This Billy Bird?
In a moment he came up to the surface of the
lake supporting the drowning boy. There was
no fear of being pulled down by this boy's struggle, either, for .he was entirely unconscious. His
head sank down upon Ray's shoulder and he hung
to his supporting arm a dead weight.
"Leng me a hand, Fred," called Ray. "We had
better get him into my canoe."
.
Fred had caught Ray's carloe and made it fast
to his own. With Fred's help Ray managed to
get the boy into the canoe without upsetting it.
r ·~ Going ashore, I suppose?" asked Fred.
"Of course. Come on."
"You bet I won't leave you to go alone. What
do you think, Ray, is he dead?"
"No. He'll come out all right. I see you looking at me, Fred, and I know you want my opinion. I can't give it to you. I don't know whether
it's Billy or not. If it is he is greatly changed."
Ray had taken care to place the half-drowned
boy face downward in the canoe and this probably saved him. The water began to run out of his
mouth before they had gone far. As they went
skimming over the water Ray caught sight of a
small sailboat coming around the point. It was
not the Watch Witch. Joe Quigley had taken
another wild tack now and was standing off into
the lake when there was no sort of doubt that he
meant· to come up to the canoes.
"What boat is that, Ray?" shouted Fred, as
the strange craft made her appearance.
"I'll never tell you," replied Ray. "Don't know
her at all. There seem to be two or three fellows on her, though, and they are all looking this
way."
.
"I'll bet you what you like, Billy Bird came
off that boat, if it is Billy."
''If it is? It must be, Fred."
"There they go. They are standing off up the
lake. Shall I give them the call?"
"No, don't! We have got all we can do to
save this fellow. We don't want to muss with
anything else."
So Fred remained silent. He saw one of the
men put an opera glass to his eyes and survey
the canoes. Then all but one who was handling
the boat crouched down as though they wanted
to avoid being seen, and the boat, catching the
breeze, stood away up the lake, making great!
speed, By this time Ray had made the float ail
the boat-house ·a nd Fred came spinning :UP aftell
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him. They lifted the haif-drow ned 'boy between
them and carried him into the boat-hous e. He
groaned faintly, but did not speak.
"I tell you, Ray, if it's Billy how we can make
,sure!" exclaimed Fred.
"How?"
"Billy has a big mole on his back. I've often
noticed it when we were in swimming ."
"You are right. I have thought of that. Say,
tt must be Billy. It's exactly like him, but oh,
he's fallen away so I Looks as though he had
been starved almost to death."
"We shall soon know," replied Fred. "I guess
you're right, though. I guess it's Billy, fast
enough, now that I came to look af him closer.
We'll rip his clothes off and roll him in a blanket. There's som~ whisky in the locker; you
know you had it put there for just such a case as
this. We'll give him a drink-do you think the
water is all out of him, Ray?"
"I think it is," replied Ray. "You get the
whisky, I'll undress him."
"Yes, and you had better undress yourself, too,
or you'll have pneumoni a sure," replied Fred, as
he hurried off after the bottle.
Ray lost no time. Stripping off the boy's
clothes, he rolled him in a blanket and poured a
small quantity of the whisky down his throat. All
doubt that it was their missing school-fellow was
now banished from the boys' minds, for there was
the mole just as they had expected to see it.
· "Don't you know me, Billy?" demanded Ray.
"No," he said faintly, "I don't know you at
all."
"Look close at me. You can't help but know
me. I'm Ray-<lon 't you know Ray. Here's Fred,

too."

"No, I don't know you. You don't know me,"
was the reply. "Not Billy-no !"
"What's that?" cried Ray. "Aren't you Billy
Bird?"
"Bird-ye s II Bird,'' muttered the boy.
"Come, come, Billy! Brace up I Pull yourself
together! " cried Fred. "It will be all right in a
little while."
"Not Billy-no t Billy!" was the muttered an11Wer. "Bird-m y name is Bird I"

CHAPTE R VIII.-Ho w the Giant Looked
Through the Window-P ane.
[

For nearly half aii hour Ray and Fred worked
over the boy and the other boys of the canoe club
came in and joined them, but the mystery remained unsolved. When they asked him his name
he would answer "Bird," but when they tried to
eall him Billy he would not have it, but beyond
this he would not say anything at all. Fortunately, there were several old suits of clothes in
the boat-hous e, so Ray dressed the boy in one and
put on another himself, and the the girls were
called in to see what they could make out of the
mystery. Carrie James was ,s ure that the mysterious boy was Billy. Olive Moore was equally
certain that it was not Billy, and as for Mamie
Sheldon, she first declared that it was Billy and
then s.witched around to the opposite opinion. The
JiOr meanwhil e just sat there starin~. He got so
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at last that he would speak to no one but Ray;
when the others tried to make him talk he just
stared and held his tongue.
"We ought to have a doctOr \ to see him," declared Fred.
"Better take him up to the school and let Dr.
Whiteside decide the question," replied Ray, and
this is just what they did.
The boy had somewha t recovered his strength
now, but still he seehied very weak and nervous.
He clung to Fred's arm and kept saying:
"Don't let them talk to me! Don't let them
talk to me! I can't bear it. Please don't."
"Nobody shall bother yqu," declared Ray: "I
won't let them. Just you come along with me."
So Ray walked on ahead with him and reached
the academy a little in advance of the rest. Dr.
Whiteside was greatly surprised at his strange
visitor, but he declared at once that in spite of
the very strong resemblan ce, the boy was not
Billy Bird.
"I am positive of it, Ray," pe said; "he is a
little taller and the shape of his· head is certainly
different. There is something very strange about
all this. It must be thoroughl y investigat ed. You
leave the boy to me. Get on your wheel and ride
to the village and fetch Dr. Prout as quick as
you can. You did just right to bring the boy
here. I shall be able to make something out of
him, you may be very sure."
That was Dr. Whiteside'& opinion, but he was
mistaken. Neither he nor Dr. Prout succeeded
in making anything out of the boy, although both
worked over him for a long time. Of course, Ray
and Fred could not intrude on Dr. Whiteside , and
as they were not sent for they remained ignorant
of what had taken place until just before bedtime, when Ray; was sent for by the principal.
When he entered the room he found the strange
boy stretched out upon 'Dr. Whiteside 's lounge,
sound asleep.
"Well, Ray,'' said the ddctor, motioning our
hero to a chair, "this mystery has been made
still more mysteriou s by that boy you brought
me. What do you think of him now?"
"Why, he seems to be asleep, sir,'' replied Ray,
rather puzzled at the question.
"Just so," said the doctor. "Well, Ray, for alt
I've been able to get out of him since you left this
room he might as well have been asleep all th~
·
time."
"What does the doctor say?"
"He says the fellow is suffering from the longcontinued influence of a certain preparati on of
morphine , and that it will take a week at least ta
restore him to his right mind. In the meantime
he leads us to infer that the boy can't be Billy
Bird."
"Then, altogethe r, it is just as much of a mys'
tery as ever."
"Just the same. He fell asleep before the doctor left and he has been sleeping ever since. I
didn't want to disturb him, so I just let him lie
where he was, and now, Ray, I have a job for,
.
you."
"Anythin g I can do I'm sure I shall be only too
happy, sir," replied Ray promptly. "Want me to
get him into bed?"
"No; you needn't do that, but I do want to go
to bed myself. Stay here with him, Ray. StaJ.

.
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till morning, if necessary; you can be excused for
tomorrow and can sleep all day if you like. You
see, I don't care to bring anybody else into this
. matter if it can be helped."
Ray consented readily, only asking that Fred,
might be allowed to watch with him, to which the
doctor agreed. That was the way that ·Ray and
Fred came to find themse\ves playing dominoes on
Dr. W.hiteside's study table at midnight. They
played game after game; it came along between
one and two o'clock and they were still playing
1md all this time the sleeper had never moved.
Meanwhile, it had begun to rain, outside and the
wind howled dismally. Fred grew slecpy ·and be. gan to yawn so that at last he declared he cou'lp.
·play no longer.
. ."I'll just -lie down across the lower end of the
; lounge for a few moments and take a snooze,
. Ray," he said. . "It will brighte:ii _me up so that
. [ shan't ·feel sleepy again until . morning., Wake
. me in half an hour and then 'take your tui:n."
. Ray let ·him sleep the half-hour out and :then
. awoke him and lay down himself.
.
,
,
"Are you sure you can keep awake, F.re~?" he
:11sked, as he threw himself down, .letting his feet
; hang over the edge of the lounge.
.· , · · · · ;
: "Sure] am" rep· lied Fred. "You . go :right to
.· sleep now an d' don •t f ret ·a b out me. 1'11 wa k.e you
· ·m
· ·h If
1 b av~ ~n: up.
a an h. our· ~n d, th e!1 we. w'll
other g~me; ~~y, he. didn t stir · while ~ was 1.ymg
do~n, did he·.
.
. . . ..
.
N~ver a stir. He lay- all_the time JUSt as you
see"St
him now."
· 't 't""
" :ange, 1sn 1 .
.·
·
.
Mighty ·str~nge. I hi;i:ve an idea that when .he
. wakes up he'll b.e all ~}ght and be able to g1v~
.an- account of himself.
.
"Let's hope so," replied Fred, yawn.i.ng sleepily.
Ray soon dropped off and FTed tned to keep
awake by readmg ~ book. In ~ second there
were three. sleepers m the room mttead of two.
.It w:as a pity Fred. could not have ept aw;::ke a
.seco:r:id longer, for, 3:;S always happens, he:picked
_ou~ JUSt the wrong time for sleeping 0 ~ his po.st.
He had sca_rcel~ dropped. off when .a shght nois_e
was heard outside th.e wmdow, which opened di·rectly on the lawn m front of the school that
str~~cht:d . down to the ro~d. There, pressed
_agamst the pa~e, was a mans face. It was the
.face of th~ giant. T~en the face drew away
from the wmdow and disappeared.

CHAPTER IX-Ray in Trouble.

•

Ray slept on, so did Fred. As for the stranger,
he slept, too. Another half-hour crept by. The
wind howled more dismally than ever. It was
·a nasty night upon the lake and to be on Lake
Michigan in a big storm is, as everybody knows,
as bad as being away out at sea. Suddenly there
came a queer, scratching noise upon the ;windowpane. It was like the noise a diamond would make
·cutting glass, which was not at all strange, for
this was just what was going on outside. Suddenly there was a tap and a pane of glass, cut
all the way around, slipped down out of a place,
a hand being quickly thrust through the opening
at the same instant. Suddenly the window was
t1>ised and a roan, w ose face was almost con-

cealed by a great, shaggy, black beard, looked in.
Immediately a second man appeared at the win<low; he was dark and swarthy, with' little beady
. black eyes and a fierce black mustache. The man
who had entered the room, scarcely glancing at
Fred, tiptoed to the lounge and looked down
upon the two sleepers in a puzzled sort of way
and then turned and whispered something- to his
companion, which brought an answer in the same
foreign tongue. Bending do\vn, he picked up Ray
as easily as if he had been a baby and passed
him out of the ' window to the other man.
Ray groaned and slightly struggled, · but did
not awake. It was not to be expected, for the
man, befo1·e- picking him u.p off the lounge, pulled
:out a pocRet handkerchief saturated it with some
.st:r:ong-sme]ling stuff fr'om . a small bottle and
PI'!!ssed it tightly · o.ver t~e bar's nose and ~outh.
_~Rily was ~hlorof<,ii:med . . 'J'he Job, Fas ~o skilfully
· do_n~ .that. he n~ver fully ~woki;, . but Ju.st strug:gled. 1 I!VO~untarily. The m11n . '!ho rece1v~d h~m
carrie~ h1m out of· th.e. gate an'd. ~h\m laid hnp.
. do_wn Ip the mudd~ .road. He d.d not seem to
_be ~o str?ng as. the other .man, nor able to_ h~l9Ray, so he wa1te~. for h1!11 to come up. Now
. th~y began to talk m EJtgh~h. .
?"
·
'
Suri; you have got tl}e right b;iy · asked the
·man
with ·the led
mustache
.
· "Yes"
th' th
grow
e .o er.
· '·'But • there
were ·two
asleep on the lounge."
•· "Don't;. care. I've got the lower one-that's
what he said."
"Don't know whether he did or not" growled
th e oth er. "YGu ne-rer· remem ber-you ' never
·
get
anything straight."
,
The man with the beard swore and picked Ray
. up. again.
'
"If you can't carry him I can" he said and
mak~ng just nothing of the -b~y's weight, h~
hurried down the road until they came to the
end of the academy fence, where a horse and
covered wagon stood waitfog for them .
The man with the mustache lifted the curtain
of the wagon and the other put Ray in without
ceremony. Both .climbed upon the seat and the
man with the mustache, picK:ing up the reins,
-they drove off down the road in the direction
·of the deserted village. . This was their destination. A little later they tu.rned in among the
old buildings and stopped.. . There was a light
upstairs over the machine shop, just as Ray
and Fred had seen it the night ~illy Bird disappeared. At the sound of the wagon-wheels
the door at the top of the outside steps opened
and
head came out into the rain.
"Hello!" called a voice. "That you, Taller?"
"Yes, it is," replied the man with. the beard.
"Got the boy?"
"Yes."
·
"Good enough! The boss' orders are for yell
to put him aboard the boat: We are not through
here yet. You can come up the stairs and knock
on the door and I'll pass your money out to you
after you are through."
"All right;" replied · Taller. He got out, lifted
Ray, who wa.; still quite unconscious, out of the
wagon and walked off with him, making his way
down to the bulkhead.
Here two large sailboats lay tied up to the
timber. The wind was blowing a fierce gale and
the boats were pounding heavily. It was impos·
sible for Taller to get aboard. either one with
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• Ray, in his arms, and he seemed . to be doubtful "Why, I am on board the Swan! How in the
moreover which one to choose. He settled it by world did I get here? Blest if she hasn't gone
tossing Ray upon the deck of the nearest boat. adrift in the storm!"
The unconscious boy fell heavily and rolled along
He was about to get out of the bunk and
the deck against the low gu!lrds with such force hurry up on deck to find out what it all meant
that he went over jnto the lake.
when suddenly heavy footsteps were heard de"Gee!" gasped Taller, "I've drowned him! scending the cabin stairs and two rough-looking
· Well, !et him drown. I can't .go. aiter him. I'll foreigners, dark and swarthy, with heavy black
go up and collect my money and light out."
beards and deep-set eyes, came tumbling into
Without making the slightest -attempt to find the cabin. They were dressed in oilskin-s and
out what had become of Ray, Taller turned on dripping with the spray thrown upon them by
his heel and hurried away, leaving the unfor- the storm. They began rattling away at each
tunate boy to his fate.
- other in some foreign language and the biggest
of the two, opening Ray's locker, took out a bottle of whisky and helped himself without the · aid
of a glass; his example was followed_by his comCHAPTER X_:."Burn Me to Ashes, This Is
panion and then both sat down at the table and
the Wrong Boy!"
lighted cigarettes. Ray was pretty well frightened by this time and had wit enough to. preRay had got himself into serious trouble. Al- tend to be asleep. What had happened to hifn he
though the man Taller did not intend to drown could only guess at, but he could not he1p conhim, he came very near doing it, just the same. necting it all with the strange disappearance of
If Ray had gone overboard off the sailboat ten
Billy Bird.
.
.
.
minutes sooner than he did he would have lost
"They've stolen my boat and they seem to have
his life to a certainty, but as it was the ·chlorostolen me, too," he thought. "Who are those felform was beginning to lose its hold and the shock lows? What in the world am I to do?" ·
of being suddenly tumbled into ·cold water brought
He kept one eye open and listened. One of.
him back to consciousness at once. He did not the men was hammering on. the table em_phasizrealize at all what had happened to him, how- ing some remark when all at once the other
ever. All he knew was that he was in the water sprang up and ran to -the b_unk, seized Ray by
and wanted to get out, so he· grabbed the rocking the collar of his coat and' dragged him bodilY.
boat and managed to pull himself on deck, where out upon the floor. ·
he sank down, half-unconscious again and with"What's the matter with you?" cried the other
out having .the slightest idea where he was. He in English. "What are you trying to do?" . ·
was cold, shivery, wet to the skin and his head
"What am I trying to do? Why, I'm trying
· was whirling Uke a top.
to find out wl1at ·an this means!" answered the
He had just sense enough to know that he man. "Burn me to ashes, this i the _wrong boy!•
was on a boat, but he thought it was his own,
and, as ·it happened, so it was. It was the Swan,
a fair-sized · sailboat, which ought to have been
·- then -at anchor off the school boat-house. Twice
CHAPTER XI-In the Power of the Giant.
during the season boats had been stolen from the
schoolhouse anchorage and here was a third -case,
The two men stared at Ray, who{ frightened
but to Ray's muddli;d mind no such ideas- came.
though he was, kept perfectly quiet.
·
· It was his boat and he was wet and wanted dry
"There has been some terrible mistake here,"
clothes. He knew there was an •old suit of his he thought. "My only hope is to keep perfectlY.
in a locker down in the cabin and . he had the cool."
key in his pock~t. He staggered to his feet,
· With his hand still clutching Ray's collar the
stumbled into the cabin, lit a lamp, opened tho man: rattled away to the other in the same strange
-locker and took out the clothes.
language. At last he pushed Ray roughly into
'l
Then it began to . seem rather odd that he a chair, saying in English, "Sit down!"
>.· should be on ·the boat at all and he wondered
"I'll do as you say, gentlemen,'' replied Ray,
,.,J. what· it meant, but to save his life he could i:;eating himself. "I don't know whether you are ·
h not remember where he had been last or why aware of it, but ·this happens to be my boat.
he was on board the Swan.
I'd like to know how you came here?"
"Why am I here? Why am I here?" he kept
"Answer him, S!Ocovich," said the man on the
saying io himself.
other side of the table; "my English was no.
He wondered also why his head ached so and good."
·
what it all meant, anyhow. By this time a dread"I'll answer you, boy, by askin~ - the same ques~
fully drowsy feeling seized him. He saw a bunk
tion, ' rep,lied Slocovich.
and lay down and dropped off into a deep sleep.
"I cant answer you, then, for I don't know,''
The next thing Ray knew he suddenly awoke,
said Ray.
feeling quite himself, but with absolutely no rec"Don't know?"
ollection of anything that had occurred since he
"No."
lay down upon the lounge in Doctor Whiteside's
"Those your wet clothes in the corner there T''
study at the foot of the mysterious boy. He
"Yes, but I don't know how they got there."
started up and stared around. The swinging lamp
"Do you belong ·io Doctor Whiteside'•
.o ver the cabin table showed him where he was, Academy?"
and it was swinging for fair, for the sailboat
"Yes, I do."
was now plunging ahead across the lake at a
"What's your name?"
tearful rate.
"Ray Whitcomb."
"Great Scottl What is all this?" gasped · Ray.
"Ah, ha! .T hen you · know Billy Bird7"
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"So mucP, for your meddling, Master Ray
"Of course I do. Can · you ·tell ·me · anYthing
about him? I'll see that you are well paid Whitcomb!' You would not keep your hands off
my business, so there is nothing left for me· but
if--"
· "Ta-ta! Stop. that! I'm not looking for money. to put my · hand on yours. Get up out of that
.
I · think I know .you now, boy. You are the bunk-get up, I say!"
'.'Yqu, seem to be mast er here on my boat, so :i:
fellow who did the rescue act on the lake yess.uppose I have got to obey you," rep'lied· Ray,
terday? Am I right or wrong?"
rising; "look out for yourself, though. You may
"Why, I suppose---"
"Don't suppose!" cried the man, fiercely. "An- go a .step too ,far. ·I'm not like poor Billy Bird.
I've got friends, and my friends will spare no
.
swer me ! Right or w'rong?"
money to--"
'
"Rigl:\t, then."
· · R b h
d th · t
,,,
"Sh t
"Oh, yes, I thought so. Well, now, look here; u up· r~are . e &"1an , s~izmg ay Y t e
young fellow, I see through this business. There
has been a mistake made. The boy you rescued throat 8:nd holdmg him w1th an .1ron han~.
He hissed out some v:ords m a . foreign lanis the boy who ought to be here in your place.
. now. I am sorry for you. It is too late to guage. Insta~tly Slocov1ch ;flung his arm about
change matters. We are away out on the lake RaY: from. behmd an~, drawmg the boy clos~ up
• •- and we can't go back, hut there may be a· way aramst hrm, hel~ him as though he was m a
v se.
· of saving you yet when we meet Mr. Jacks."
!'I'':'e got him, Mr. Jacks. He can't move now,"
· '•Who is Mr. Jacks? What am I to be saved
.
.
,, .
from?" as}<ed Ray. "I don't want to get into he,.said. , .
That~ right, . said the gian~, answermg t? the
· trouble myself, nor to make trouble for others.
Hold him, Sloky. I 11 be ready m a
n~me.
If you will explain what all this means I--"
.
''Hello there, be1owr She's a-coming!" shouted ' mmute."
. He drew · from his pocket a small leather case
a voice from the deck.
"Stay where you are till we come back!" said like the case of a cigarette holder and also ·a
; Slocovich, fiercely. "Remember, boy, your only bot~le. Out of the case he to?k a hypodermic
. chance lies in obeying m~. If you dare to show - syrmge and thrust the needle mto the colorless
- yourself on deck I'll shoot you dead. Do you · liqiiid which the bottle contained.
"What are you going to do to me?" panted
· understand?"
.
"I'll stay here/ said Ray, thoroughly fright- Ray, sick with the horror of his situation.
"This!" his~ed Mr. · Jacks, pushing back the
,..
.
ened.
- '" "Get bacl< into your bunk," added Slocovich. · boy's head with his left hand, while with the right
"Be quick about it. Don't you dare to move till he drove the needle into poor Ray's neck.
,.
A strange thrill shot through ~ay's whole body,
·
· I give the word."
• Ray crawled back into the bunk. The insta.nt from .head tu foot . . Slocovich let go of him. Mr.
he lay down, Slocovich seized .a heavy tarp;iulm, Jacks stoo.d back, but Ray remained staring into
.
which · Ray had alre;J.dy observed lying in one . vacancy.
"How ,do you feel?" demanded Jacks, with all
corner, .and pulled it away from a pile of small
the curiosity of a. doctor qu~stioning a patient.
wooden boxes which it had concealed.
"How do I feel?" repeated Ray. "Why, I-,-1
"Move that tarpaulin and look out into :the
·
cabin and I'll twist your neck for you," hissed don't know how I feel."
1
He stared stupidly at Mr. Jacks, his face wear· Slocovich. "Burn me to ashes if I don t!"
Ray made no reply, but just lay still, with his ing the same dazed expression that he himself
all in a whirl. He heard the hoarse whistle had noticed upon the face of the mysterious boy
' brain
1
of a lake steamer and then came voices shouting. up at the school.
"Feel well?" cried Mr. Jacks.
Ray listened brea.thlessly. He did not dare ~o
"I do· feel well," said Ray, stupidly.
m~ve the tarpaulin, but he had t~ke!1 ~ut his
"Feel happy?" cried Mr. Jacks, raicing his
kmfi: and. quietly cut a nari:ow sht m it. By
· keepmg his ey~s close to this he was ab.le to voice to a still higher key.
"I do .feel happy! Oh, I'm so happy!" replied
_see, wh~t was,gomg on. ~uddenly, by an; accident,
· Ray got a clew to what it was an about, for one Ray ; his , eyes sparkled and his face beamed all
of the boxes fell to the fioo,r ·and broke ~p~n . over.
"~ · h I" h ·t ·d M .J k
• and out rolled a great quantity of new, · bright
.
r. ac s;,,
s . o~ e
·,. ~~
•_
.
quarters. .
.' "Counterfeiters!~' thought Ray. '!I'm in for it. • · · Hal ha.1 ha. · Ha! !ta.1 _ha. R_a;v burst mto
; peals of laughter, . k~~pmg. it up until Mr. Jac~s
>
.
·
, What on earth shaU' I ·do?" · He did the only thing he could have done:under · su?,denl~,,shouted:
.
·
R
~op·
- the circumstances, and that was to lie p.erfectly
still. When the boxes had · all been removed he · I,n,s.tantly . ay stopped_ laughing and stood
· · heard the steamer pull awa.y· and then, after .a · st~.rmg s,tupidly ~t th~ tw,o men. .
.
It works ·all_righ:t, said .Sloco"f'1ch.
moment steps were heard on the cabin stairs
"Seeins to," replied Mr. Jacks. "One trial
again ~nd suddenly the tarpaulin was pulled
.
'
away from in front of the bunk. There stood more, though." • ·
·"Dance·!" he shouted .. And •Ray _b egan to_ caper
' Slocovich and the giant. The ·queer old man was
drenched with the spray; his battered plug hat a~oµt th~ room, th,rowmg out his legs . m the
" .
.
' lay back-on his head and his big-pop eyes seemed wildest ~~nd of way.
to be darting forward as he stared at the bunk. · . "Stop! shou~7d . Mr. Jack~,. Then it w,~s, Ge~
. :
"The wrong. boy! Di4 you pay that fraud?" he · mto ·that bunk! and then, ·Got<;> sleep.
·And Ray obeyed ach co~and - ~ turn. · · .
·
i;napped.
When they ,left the C;J.bm a _m_mute l!lter ~ay
Shaking his long, di,rty forefinger in . the boy's
· was sleeping as peacefully as a little child. ,
face, lie "liissed out, iri-h1s ' theatrical· way: . '
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CHAPTER X1I.-Is This

the Swan

There was great excitement in Dr. Wbiteside's
A.c aaemy when it was found that .Ray Whitcomb
was missing. Poor Fred Fielding went almost
crazy over the · affair. Indeed, at one time Dr.
Whiteside felt seriously alarmed about the boy.
It was an awful shock for Fred when lie realized
what ha9. happened. When ·he awoke and fount.!
the window open anct Ray and the mysterious
stranger missing, for the boy was gone, too, Fred
thought that Ra y must have gone out after their
patient of his own accord. But the missing. pane
of glass aroused Fred's suspicions, a nd the wagon
tracks confirmed them.
Dr. Whiteside was
aroused And then a search began. ·
Detectives were at once put on the case and
no money spared. The miEsing boat was thought
to be a clue and some of the detectives advanced
the theory that Ray had gone off with the stranger of his own accord. Of course, Mr. Whitcomb would listen to no such suggestion and the
search continued. The old buildings at the deserted vil.Jage were thoroughly ransacked, but
without avail. Every means was tried to trace
Ray, every clue exhausted, money wa,s spent like
water, but all in vain. As it had been in the case
of: Billy Bird, so it. came to- be with Ray Whitcomb . .i\.gainst his name in Dr. Whiteside's rollbook was written those ominous words:
MISSING FROM SCHOOL!

Night after night Frea slipped out of the
school; by Dr. Whiteside's permission, and visited
the ruinous old shops.
· .
One evening, between two and three weeks
after Ray's disappearance, as Fred was about
starting out for the hill as usual, he was surprised to meet Joe Quigley "laying for him". a
little way down the -road. Joe was bu:rsting with
excitement.
"Say, Fred," he exclaimed, "I hope you will
excuse me ior interfering with your business, but,
of course, all the fellowi;; are on to your game and
know where you go nights. Now, I haven't got
anything against · Ray and I'd ·like to see this
mystery cleared up, and--"
."Stop it!" cried Fred. "Great Scott, come to
the point, Joe Quigley. Do you or do you not
know anything about Ray?"
"Well, now, you needn't go on like that;" said
Joe. "No, I don't know anything about Ray,
but I did see the Swan t<rnight on the Jake."
"No!" cried Fred. "Oh, Joe, is it true?"
"Of course it is or I wouldn't say it," replied
Joe. "I was out alone in the Water Witch and
the wind was against me. I'm sailing the boat
better now, and--"
"Oh, go on! Go on!" pleaded Fred. "If you
don't come to the point I shall go mad."
"Why, the point is that the Swan is lying at
the bulkhead down there at the deserted village
now!" cried Joe. "At least it was when I left.
I've run just as tight as I could hook it to tell
JOU, Fred, and that's straight goods."
"I'm off!" shouted Fred, and away he dashed.
"Not without me!" cried Joe Quigley. "Ra-yt
93ved my life all right and · even if · I · do get a
little funny at times I don't forget it. I'm with
~u, old man!"
·

"Run, then!" shoµted Fred.. "Run!''.
. And run the two boys did. There never was
such sprinting between the school and the Jake
sJ:iore. Fred slackened speed as he drew near the
hill, where he could look down upon the deserted
village.
"Is she still there " panted Joe, as he cam,e
bounding up.
.
Fred was so winded that he could scarcely
speak, but he pointed down at a handsome sail.boat which lay alongside the bulkhead, whispering.
"Oh, Joe! You were right! It's the Swan!"

CHAPTER XIII.-Fred and Joe See Ray.
·Fred Fielding·and Joe Quigley had made a most
important discovery. The boat lying at the bulkhead in front of the old buildings which passed
under the name of the deserted village was most
certainly the Swan. ,
Of coursl;), it was by no means certain that this
had anything to do with the disappearance of
Ray Whitcomb, but it was, nevertheless, a fact
that the Swan was Ray's boat and that it dis~
appeared on the same night he did. Fred was inclined to connect the two things together, but
whether he was right or wrong in this remained
to. be seen ..
"Joe, there is just one thing to do," said Fred
earnestly. "We have got to go down there and
find out what this means."
J ~ laid ' his hand on Fred's shoulder and .held
him back. .
"DoJl't!" he said. "Don't do it, Fred!"
"What do you take me for, Quigley?" demanded
Fred, angrily. "Do you think I'm a coward?
I'll let you know--"
:·H~ld on, no'Y,'' interrupted Joe. "Of course
you can go on that way if you want to. That's
the usual style with the fellows when they are
dealing with me. I know I'm clumsy and a bit
stupid, but I don't think I'm quite a fool."
·
'.'Do you mean to say that I am, then?" demanded Fred, in a somewhat milder tone.
."No, no, no! I don't mean .to say anything of
the sort," said Joe. "It isn't that at all. Now,
try and understand me, Fred. I really want to
help and this time I think I've got an idea if you
· will only let me pull with you."
~'Well, that's all right," said- Fred, in a still
more friendly way. "Go ahead, Joe; tell me your
idea"
"Why, 'it's just this way,'' said Joe. "If we go
piking down there we'll be seen and ten to one
get into trouble and, anyhow, we'IT put whoever
brought the Swan over here on their guard. What
I say let's do is to run to the boat-house as fast
as ever we can go, get out my Water Witch--oh,
I'll let you do the sailing, so you needn't look at
me--we'll come around here, · lay for the Swan
behind the point and follow her. Ten to one we'll
find out then where Ray is, and like enough Billy
Bird, too. In that way we may be able to do
something, but the other way won't amount to
anything at all."
It was a tremendously long speech for Joe
Quigley to make, and it showed an amount of
thought which .F red ;nev~ .supposed. he pos.sessed. .
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"We had better 'take irl .saii~ ~!ldn't we, and
stay· as still as W !l_ can?"
)
"Yes. We might 'throw out a line, too, and pretend to be , fishing." ·
·
·
·
"And let them pass us? They ought to · gi,
pretty near."
·
·
· "That will be the correct ·scheme. We will let
them go by. We won't tack at all."
The boys got out their· fishing lines and made a
good bluff at being busy as the Swan drew near.
"She's going to turn close to us," said Fred.
"Joe, your plan has worked first-rate. We ought
to be able to see who is on board now."
Joe."
"What if we should see Ray?" asked Joe.
Joe was immensely set up by this.
"What would you do in that case?I'
"Come on! We'll show those stupid detectives
"I don't know. I suppose it would be· foolish
what we can do," he declared.
to try to do anything. Best way would be just
They i·an to the boat-house, vlhich was per~ to keep still and follow on."
haps half a mile lower down the lake, and went
"That's what I say," ·replied Joe, emphatically.
to work on the Water Witch at once.
Then; after a little, he exclaimed: "I can see a
"Oh, hurry, Joe! Hurry!" Fred kept saying. man in the cock-pit.''
"If they are gone befo,re we can get back there I
"I see a man on the lookout and another sitting
lion't know what I shall do."
on some boxes," said Joe.
·
Joe was working for all he was worth, but the
The man on the lookout 'soon caught sight of
boat could not be got ready in a minute. In fact, the Water Witch. The boys saw. him adjust.a big
it was fully three-quarters of an hour before they opera-glass and look at them and then suddenly
reached the high bluff just south of the deserted they got the hail:
village, which Joe had .spoken of as the point.
"Hello! Hello What are you fellows doing
Fred's heart sank as he ran the Water Witch there?" he called out.
around. It was just as he had fear.ed. The Swan
"Fishing!" shouted Fred.
was gone.
"Can't you get fishing enough in the daytime?
"Too late!" he gasped. "Oh, Joel I knew it What brings you out on the lake . at night·?"
would. be!"
'!We are after salmon trout. Guess there's no
"No, · it isn't toe;> late, either," replied Joe. law against fishing at night, is .there?"
"There she is standing out into the lake."
The man mad.e no answer and 'a moment later
. "By· Jove, you are right. She's the best part · the Swan shot past the boys, going by within
of a mile away, too."
twenty feet of them. Fred could not make out
"All the better for us," said Joe. "Now we that he · had seen eithe.r of the two men before.
can follow her without running the risk of being As for the one c;>n the boxes, he sat with his head .
seen. How far in this . thing are you willing to down, leaning on his hand and seemed to be ·
go, Fred?"
.
·.
asleep. But as the Swan shot past .he. suddenly .
"Any length to save Ray."
;
raised his head and looked at the boys.
"Suppose we have ·to stay out .all night?" . . "Great Scottl'~ gasped ' Fred. "It's Rayl" .
"Theil all night it is. I have the doctor's per- .
~--- .
mission. and .I'll make it all right with him about
you."
. CHAPTER XIV.~The White Slaves.
"Settled," said Joe. '.' Fire away. I don't want•·
.
to give any advice about sailing, Fred, for I 1
know you consider me a regular dunce at it, but.
Was it actually Ray sitting there on the boxes ,
I'd go to the other tack if I was you. My idea is ' on the deck of the Swan? It certainly ·was, and· ·"
they are going to lead up the lake in ;a minute. in order to explain how he came to ·be there we
It will give us a chance to tack again and cut must return to the morning after his disappear- 1·;
in pretty close behind them when they do."
ance, for that was the next R.a y knew anything
"But suppose they don't," replied Fred. "What from the mo@:ent Mr. Jacks, the giant, drove the
then?"
hypodermic needle into his .neck. Ray woke up
"Why, then we are left-that's all."
then to find himself lying upon a ditty bed, with
"Well, all right. . I said you were to be the an old blankekt thr own over him.
leader and I'll stick to it. It's your scheme, any"Am I still' on the Swan?" he thought. "No,
how, Joe, not mine." ·
' no! This is nO' bunk-it's a bed. Let me see-It was not a dark night at all, for the sky was let me see."
c~dless and every star was out, but there was
He sat ·u p, but his hea d swam so that for the
no moon and it was not possible to see who was moment he could ,see nothing. Then the mi~
on · board the Swan. Fred strained his eyes, but ·s eemed to dear away fro111 befo r e his eyes and
could not make out even the trace of a figure.
he saw that was lying in a rough room with
Following Joe's suggestion, he tacked, and in,. a
just boards for walls and ceiling, ..and .no carpet
few moments knew- that he had made no mistake,
on the floor. His clothes lay on a chair along"
for the Swan changed her course and headed up
side the bed and in the· room there were four
the Jake. .
·
other beds and on each one somebody was sleev~
"There!" cried Joe. "Now wait a minute 'and ing. Ray's mind was so muddled that he got a
then. strike in behind them.''
queer idea that was in the dormitory at s.chool .
"Good for you, Joe!'" he exclaimed. "It's a,
bully plan. We'll carry it out and' I believe something will come of it; only one objection to the'.
scheme that I see."
.
"What's that?" asked Joe.
"That Ray may be down in the deserted village
now."
"And if he is we -can't'get him," said Joe. "You
know that well enough. We've got to be foxy and .
work our cards right, but I think you will find
that he isn't there."
,
.
~
"Come ahead," said Fred. "It's a case of
follow my leader and you are the leader to-night,.

'.
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· a word. Suddenly
and that Fred was in one bed and Billy Bird in · Ray could not understand
the doorway.
another, but who the other two boys were he Sloky appeared in
"Get up!" he shouted.
could not make out. He passed his hand before
Every-boy sprang to his feet.
his eyes and sank back again and was off asleep
me!" was the next order.
before he knew it and the next thing he did
,
' "Follow
know a bell rang shar ply and the man Slocovich
came running into the room.
· "Up, every one of you!" jie called out. "Up,
you lazy tramps!"
CHAPTER XV.-Chas ing the Swan.
No one moved but Ray, and he only_raised his
· When Ray passed through the door he found
head and stared. It seemed to him then that it
would be just impossible for him to get up 1 but himself in what seemed to be a workshop. He
Sloky, as Mr. Jacks ha d called him, soon showed took in his surr<1undings in a dim sort of way
Ray that such was not the case, for he stripped and saw several queer-looki ng machines and great ·
the bedclothes off of him a,nd, catching hold of. strips of metal, white like silver, and, in fact, it
his feet, dragged him roughly off the bed. Ray was pure silver, as he afterwa1·d knew. On one
had all he could d6 to save himself from falling Side of the ·room was a big furnace and a melting- ·
on the floor. Sloky caught him and stood him on pot stood on the floor beside it. · Mr. Jacks, the
his feet and then passed on to the next bed, tak- giant, was bending over the pot, scraping the
ing each sleeper in turn and· serving him the inside with an iron tool.
"How does it work with the new one, Sloky?"
same way, Ray watching him, half dazed; They
were all boys, none of them being much older than he called out, as the boys came trooping into the
Ray himself, and ea ch one looked just as stupid room.
"Same as with all the rest of them," was 'the
and idiotic a s he did. Just how he felt can
scarcely be described, but some idea of it may reply. "The drug takes right hold."
· "Ah, ha. Well, put him to work! he can't
be had when we state that Ray saw that the
boy nearest to him was Billy ·Bird, and yet he run a stamper, I suppose, but he can pack."
Pretty soon the machines were all in motion,
could not get up life enough to speak to him, and
somehow it did not seem at all strange that he being controlled by power from a revolving shaft ·
cverhead. Each boy now took his place. They
was there. All he could think of · was:
silver and inserted
"This is really Billy and the other one wasn't." took up the long stripsof·of
the machines, pulled a
As for Billy himself, he just stared at Ray and them between the jaws came.
. From one dimes
lever and down · they
did not seem to recognize him at all.
a i·eceiver below; from another
into
down
dropped
"Dress
"Dress yourselves !" ordered Sloky.
it was quarters and from another half-dollars .
yourselves and come in to breakfast- do you Billy Bird worked at a second machine, which .
hear?"
turned out dimes also. In a dim sort of way
Nobody answered, but ·in a mechanica l way all Ray understood -that this was a countel'feit ing
the boys began dressing. After he got his clothes · shop and that they were making bad. money. But
on, Sloky having left the room, he turned to Billy he did not know enough to realize then that this
· '·
and said:
false · money was actually silver. For the next .
. week Ray's work was to J>ack them in boxes and
·
. "Say, don't you know 'me?" ·
"No," replied Billy, shaking his head, "I don't." · he became very skilful at it and was able to work ·
"Ray! I'm Ray!"
very fast. During all that time he remained
Billy stared stupidly.
in the same muddled condition, with only a glim- .
me
"I don't know you," he said. "Don't ask.
mer of memory creeping · in upon him once in
to know you. It makes my head ache. I don't awhile. It was the drugged coffee that did it.
want to think."
Three times a day it Wa'S served to the boys · and
· It mad~ Ray's :head ache to think; tQo. · Where they gulped it down · eagerly:
had he seen Billy? To save his life he could · ' Ray grew · to like it and to like the sensation
tliat followed the dose. One night he got an
not remember then.
came to himSloky returned,- and,.in a stern voice command- extra cup and fell asleep. · When he
Swan, with' Sloky and
ing the boys to follow him, led the way into a self he was· on .board the to
the deserted yillage '
larger room, where there was a table set. The . another .man. They went
heavy boxes and
boys took their places· mechanical ly and .sat star- and Ray. had to help unload the ones.
After this
empty
of
number
great
a
load
to
in
brought
was
Breakfast
plates.
their
at
ing
a:n.d Ray
again
away
sailed
Swan
the
done
was
turn.
in
one
each
before
.
placed
anq
by Sloky
and fell
boxes
empty
of
pile
the
upon
down
sat
and
beefsteak,
was
There
too.
one,
good
It was a
clearer
was
head
his
awoke
he
when
and
asleep
butter.
and
bread
good
and
eggs, and coffee
It was tpe cool air
Ray noticed that the boys all made a dive for than it had been for days. awoke
suddenly an<i
the coffee and drank down the whole cup, some of the lake that did ·it. Ray
Sloky was shouting to ·
of them at one gulp. When he tried his own stared off into the night. they
were just· passing.
coffee he found it very bitter, queer-tasti ng stuff, some boys in a boat which
. when he called back
but as soon as he had drank it his head began Ray recognized Fred's voicetried
to get up. In a
to whirl and it was just as though he had ex- the answer to Sloky. Heof jumping
overboard.
perienced an electric shock. Every nerve in his muddled way he thought Sloky.
,
"Sit down!" shouted
body began to tingle. He felt elated. It seemed
There was no help for it. The same terribleas though he wanted_to sing and jump around.
just had to obey.
All the boys now began to talk, rattling away at influence was over him and he
the boYe& and
a great rate, but in foreiirn language, of which So poor Ray dropped back upon
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stared at the boys as the Swan flew past the our picnics on Crane's Island. It's something like
Water Witch. At the same inoment Sloky tacked the deserted village. There's an old abandoned
and Ray saw the boat no more.
powder mill there in the marsh. It is just about
"It was Ray! It was surely Ray!" declared the most out-of-the-way spot you can imagine,
and no large boat could possibly get in there on
Fred. "Oh, Joe, didn't you see him?"
"Yes, I saw him, of course," replied Joe, "and account of the sand bar across the mouth of the
he saw me. Why didn't he holler? He looked channel. Just the spot for crooked work."
"T·h en it's that spot we've got to tackle," said
so stupid. Just like that fellow he took out of
Joe. "Any chance to get the Water Witch over
the lake and who I say wasn't Billy Bird."
l
"That's the mystery," replie.d Fred, "but, look ' the bar?"
"Oh, yes; she'd go over easy enough; but it
here, Joe Quigley, I know tha;t ~ay is on that
boat and I propose to follow it till I see where · won't do, Joe. If we are going to do the rescue
they land him if it takes us to the end of the act, we can't sail right up to the island and let
everybody krtow we are there."
lake."
.
"What do you propose, then?"
"You bet I'm with you, boy," said Joe, "and if
"Why, my idea is to make a cove I know on there's any fighting to be done you'~! find me
this side of the point and leave the boat there.
'· .right in it, and don't you make any mistake."
We can cross over the bluff and swim the creek.
Then we shall be on the island without anybody
knowing it."
"Which is just what we want. Pitch in, Freddy.
CHAPTER XVI.-Tracked t.o Crane's Island.
Get us to the cove as quick as possible. I'm spoilPractically there is no limit to what two de- ing for a fight."
wonder a bit if you got one before
termined boys can do in such a case as Fri:d we"Shouldn't
were through with it," replied Fred. "Here
Fielding and Joe Quigley found themselves m we go
for the cove."
now. There was the Swan ahead of them, and
It was workfag up_ against the wind to make
they kn~w that Ray Whitcomb was on board.
the cove now and it took time, but the boys
"Do you suppose I am going to give up till I've reached
without adventure. It was a splendid
got Ray here on the Water Witc!1 with us?" . ex- place to ithide
the boat, for a thick growth of
·claimed Fred1 as he threw the sailboat off on the alders and young
swamp willows extended right
other tack. "Not much."
out into the water. By the help of the oars and
"Say if we have to fight for it, 'you'll find me with
a little de:icterous handling the boys were
all right there, Freddy," answered Joe. "I may able to
the boat in behind the outer line of
be clumsy and stupid and all the rest that you willows, run
and when they tied up at last they were
fellers say I am, but when it comes to fighting completely
concealed from any craft which might
I'm right in it-you'll see."
happen to be passing on the lake.
"That's right," said Fred. "We'll get there,
"Well, here we are, Joe," said Fred, when they
Joe. Say, we don't want to. keep too near them, had made the boat fast
and found themselves
tho.ugh." ·
standing on the .shore. "Are you ready for busi"No· if they tumble to it that we ·a re follow- ness now?"
, they'll give us the sl ip,
' sure. "
ing them
"You bet I am!
What's the next move,
"Let's stand off farther out into lhe lake. While Freddy?"
_
it's light like this we can watch .'em. . qnce w,e
"I think we had better cut ourselves a couple
catch on to their hangout we are right m it, don t
of clubs before we start over the hill."
•
you see?"
A little later the boys, each armed with a stout
It was shrewdly planned.
The boys then club, started over the hill, and when. they reached.
stood well out int.o the lake. Fred had a first the top there lay Crane's Island almost at their
rate fieldglass, which he had taken care to bring feet. It was just one big swamp, separated from
along from the boat-house. The full moon made the bluff by a narrow strip of water. There was
it almost as bright as day, and there really was another waterway leading right into the swamp
little difficulty in following the movements of the and there at its end, almost concealed by the bill
boat. Fortunately for their purpose. this. ap- bushes, were several ruinous buildings, which
parent indifference threw. Sloky & Co. entirely Fred declared to be the old powder mill. It waa
off the scent, and they did not even watch the a much more out-of-the-way place than the demovements of the boat after a little. After a serted vH!age, and as the boys continued their
run of about five miles up the lake the Swan observation they soon spied the Swan away up
turned . shoreward and shot in behind a high, in the swamp, close by the old mill.
wooded bluff and disappeared.
"There you are," said Fred. "That's where w.
"There!" cried Ferd. "I suspected it! I knew have got to go."
I was right."
"I'm ready," said Joe. "Do we have to swim
"Well, what is it?" asked Joe. "Let u fellow alLthe way up there, or can we walk through the
know what you are driving at. The Swan has swamp, or how is it to be did?"
vamoosed in behind that point all right. What
"There's a path through the swamp on the
do you know about things in there?"
other side of the creek, or at least there used tQ
· "Crane's Island and the old powder mill,'' said be," replied Fred.
·
Fred, bri~fiy. "~ey are in there."
"Then we go for the path. Ready?''
"Never heard of them."
"Yes."
.
'·1
r ·.,,
"No. We fellers haven't been up there since
"Come on, then. Here's for a race ·down th•
rou came to school, Joe; but the year before you hill."
~oined us it used to be the regular thing t.o have
. Joe started on the l'UD, and, beina: i1' advaDQI
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of Fred,_got down to the water's edge first. Fred
heard him give a suppressed shout and saw a
dark figure go plunging into the bushes, closely
pursued by Joe.
"Discover ed!" he gasped. "Confound it, that's
too bad! Joe has run against the guard!"

CHAPTER XVII.-Bold Work.
Fred did some lively sprinting down the hill.
When pe reached the bottom and came out upon
the shore he met Joe coming back, swinging his
club angrily.
"Blame spy," he said. "I ran right into him.
Wished I could have got my hands onto himthat's all."
·
"I suppose he is on guard here, 'ooking out for
just such fellows as we are," replied Fred. "We're
the spies, Joe."
"Never! Any man that oalls Joe Quigley a spy
will get this club over the top of his head. We
are in the soup, though, Freddy. That's all there
is to that."
"Don't know as we are. What sort of a looking
fellow was he, Joe?"
''Oh, about the size of Billy Bird."
.
"Well, it wasn't the giant, anyhow. How did
you come to lose him?"
"He lost himself in the bushes beyond there.
'But what's to be did? Don't say we have got to
give it upon his account."
"No; we will go right ahead and take our
chances," Fred replied. "But I think we had better wait a few minutes to see if that fellow shows
1
himself agadn."
They put in ten minutes there on the shore waitini;r and watching in perfect silence.
''Now," said Fred at last, "ready!"
"All right, Freddy," whispered Joe. "What's the
word?"
"Strip and swim the creek."
"Can't we wade across?"
"No· it is too deep. Tie your clothes up in a
bundle' and hasten them to the club. ·T hat will
keep them dry."
The boys w ere soon ready for the plunge. With
as little noise as possible they swam the creek and
silently dressed themselves on the other side.
"Now for the old powder mill," said Fred.
"Here's the path, Joe. It will take us right 'to
it. I feel somehow that; we are going to succeed." .
·
The boys pushed on through the bushes, coming
out at last in full sight of" the buildings of the
old powder mill.
There were four of the buildings altogether,
an.d tlie first that they came to was a long, low
structure, one story high, into which Fred had
been more than once.
·
As he drew near he saw at a glance that things
:had changed since his last visit.
The windows, which had been all open before
,w ere now boarded up and a new door had been set
in what before had been a vacant space. It was
the same with the next building· and the next.
fte fourth lay farther over, in the swamp, somewhat isolated from the rest, and as Fred now led
the way toward it the moon went behind a cloud
and a few drops of rain fell.
·" Say, there don't seem to be any one here,"
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whispered Joe. "They must have taken Ray far·
ther into the swamp."
"Hush!" said Fred. "Don't you see the light?"
Sure enough a ray of light came stealing between the new boards which covered the nearest
window. Fred crept noiselessly up and, putting his
eye to the knothole, peered in.
"What do you see?" whispered Joe.
"Beds. Half a dozen beds-some one sleeping in
each. By grac;ious; there's Billy Bird!"
"No!" gasp~d Joe.
"You bet it is, and Ray, too. Oh, Joe, we have
got on to them at last!"
"Let me look," said Joe, and the glance he took
through the knothole confinfted what Fred had
stated.
There were the missing ones calmly sleeping on
the cot beds in the long room and down at the end
slept large man, with a rifle leaning against a
table near his cot, . and a big club and a brace of
revolvers on the table. All this the boys were
able to see by the dim light of a small lamp, which
also stood on the table with the other things. •
Fred took hold of the boards and gently shook
them. It was just a shutter fastened in by a common lock. He took out his knife and ran it under
the boards and pushed the lock aside and the
shutter swung open. Fred clutched the windowsill and flung his legs over into the room. Two
quick steps brought him alongside of Ray and he
gently shook him, then harder, then harder still
sud,denly Ray sprang up and stared at him wildly.'
"Fred!'' he gasped.
•
.
"Hush! Get up! Follow me!" breathed Fred.
He seized Ray's clothes, which lay near a chair
beside the cot, and with the other hand helped his
chum to the floor.
"What is it, Fred?" asked Ray, dreamily.
''What am I to do?"
.
"Come!" Fred pulled him toward the window.
They had almost reached it when a dismal voice
called out:
"Oh, take me with you, fellows! Take me with
you! I don't want to stl)y here!"
It was Billy Bird!
He was sittin~ up on his cot calling, and all in
a minute the rruschief was done.
.
"Hold on there! What in thunder!"
Bang! bang! bang!
Shouting with all the strength of a pretty powerful voice, Sloky sprang up from his cot, seized
the rifle and blazed away at the boys.

CHAPTER XVIII.-"The Dogs Are Dead, Look
Out for the Swan."
"Out with him, Freddy! Out with him, quick!
That's the talk! Take that, ye blaggard I Ah, ha!
Put that in your pipe and smoke it! Fire again at
Joe Quigley if you dare!" ,
It was a tremendous relief to Joe to be' able to
speak once more.
As Sloky fired, Joe fired, too and Joe's shillaleh
was better aimed than the counterfeiter's bullet.
It took the man aci::oss the temple and must
have stunned him, for he fell to the floor all in
a heap.
"Heavens! you have iciUed him!" gasped Fred.
"Ray, brace up! Do try and brace up! Help me ou'
with him, Joe. There, that's the talk!"
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Ray was dead weight in their hands. He seemed ·
to go right to sleep a·s he walked across the floor,
but at the same time he app~ared to have a dim
- idea .that he ·was )\Tith Fred, too, for he put his
arm around his old chum's neck and let his head :
drop on Fred's shoulder, and when Joe took ho1d
Jf him and· dragged him through the window he
muttered: . .
"That you, Quigley? Say, look out for poor
Billy Bird,". and then, half naked as he was, he ·
just sank down upon the ground , and went off to
sleep· again. .
· ·
The drug had a firm hold on Ray, for he had
been given his dose just before he went to bed,
but with Billy Bird, who had been in bed all the
evening, it was different. Billy was as near
:!ear-headed as he ever was now, and he caught
lp his clothes and staggered across the floor.
"Faith, and we've ·got both of them. Com on,
Billy! Come on!" Joe shouted. ·
Billy staggered up against the open window
without speaking and Joe pulled him out.
By this time Sloky had come to his senses and
now sprang to his feet.
He seized a revolver and made one rush for
the window, at the same time giving a loud cry,
and as he passed one of a row of posts which
mpported the roof he pulled a cord and a bell
:langed. sharply somewhere in the distance. It waa all over with trying to do the job on the quiet ·
now, and Fred realized that he had all he could ·
io to save himself and his schoolmates from a
fate that might prove worse than death. .
He 'caught hold of Ray's arm and jerked him ·
to his feet.
·
.-"Run! PJ~! :Prag hjm .along.! " gasped Billy
Bird. "I can help with ·you. Don't let Ray fall ·
:lown!"
·
Fred started for the swamp, calling to Joe to
follow, but Joe had other ·b usiness to attend to
then, and ·he pro.ved that . what he had said about
lighting was no iddle boast. It took downright .
courage to stand there facing the window ai;
Sloky came rushing up, firing the revolver. He
could not see Joe, because it was dark ·outside, '
but Joe was there just .the same, and all ready
for him.
- "Jacks! · Jacks!" yelled Sloky. "An escape! An
escape"!'! ·He did ·not seem to exactly understand ·
the matter · yetY .. Springing out of· the · window ·
taught him a · lot more about it, however, for he
sprang right foto Joe s·-arnis, and then the fun
began. Joe had possession of tlie revolver in just
· one secoJJd. -Then, instead of using it; he dropped
it into the outside pocket of his coat and gave
Sloky the greatest old pummelling he had ever received. He blacked both eyes and gave him one
in the nose and another in the mouth, and a butt
with his head in the pit of the stomach, and then
a good kick in the back when Sloky" tried to run,
which sent him tumbling down. Then was Joe's
time for sprinting. Fred and Billy Bird were
running between the buildings, making f~r the
Swan.
,
Ray seemed to hav;e braced up a bit and to have
found his legs, for he was running, too.
.
"We'll take the Swan!" Joe cried. "I've knocked
that feller silly. Jf some one else don't turn up it's
all plaiv sailing now. Here, Bird, you seem to be
0

weak in your pegs. Give us your arm. I'll helpf
Sure you're the real Billy Bird this time!"
.At the same instant the deep bay of a bloodhound .~~s. heard behind them, instantly followed
by a similar yelp a little farther on.
"Dogs!" gasped Fred.
"They will tear us to pieces," muttered Billy,
looking back. ''Yes, there they come!"
They had passed the last of the buildings now,
and the Swan lay right ahead of them.
Looking back, Fred saw the gigantic Mr. Jacks
standing near the doorway.
He was unloosing the collars on two huge bloodhounds. "Sic ·~m! Sic 'em, boy!" he shouted, and
one blood.h ouna made a frantic rush toward the
boys, to be followed by the other a moment later.
Then Mr. J acks seized a rifle from within the
open doorway and fired three shots in quick succession, yelling at the same time:
"Stop there, you Billy Bird! Stop, or you know
what I'll do!"
"You can't do it!" roared Billy. "You've killed
my brother, but you shan't kill me!"
"You bet he won't!" shouted Joe. "Into the boat
with ·you, boys! .I'll settle with these dogs."
The plucky f ellow turned and faced the bloodhounds, which were right upon them now, and
using Sloky's revolver to better purpose than Mr.
Jacks seemed to be using the rifle, shot them both
dead in their tracks. .
· "Bully for you, Joe!" shouted Fred, while Mr.
Jacks, with a roar of ·rage, fired again, but to no. ·
effect. .
.
.
.
.
·
· "Look out for yourselves, you boys!" he yelled,
throwing aside the rifle. "You had better sur- ·
render! You can never escape from the swamp
alive!"
,
""Rats!" bawled Joe, helping Billy Bird into the
Swan.
. ,.
Fred and Ray were already in the boat, and as
Joe · jumped in, too, Fred cast off and ran up the .
sail.
·
Mr. Jacks stood wa,tching them.
He put his hand out and must have touched an
electric button in the side of the building; for at
the same instant ·a bell clanged loudly over in the
swamp.
"An escape!" yelled Mr. Jacks. "The dogs are
dead! Look out for the Swan!"

.

CHAPTER XIX.-How. the Swan Blew up 'o n
·
· ·
· tbe Bar.
·

.

· Fred got the sail up on the Swan in a hurry.
In a ·few moments the boys wel'e moving down tlie
creek through the swamp. It was rather slow
work, for the wind did not amount to much4 and
shut in as they were by the tall bushes, what little wind there was did not reach the sail. Ray just
sank dowri in the bottom of the boat and went to
sleep, but Billy.Bird sat in the stern seat blinking
stupidly, and yet in spite of his appearance he
was on the alert, and told Fred and Joe something
of the truth.
_
"They are counterfeiters, that's what they are,"
he said, in answer to Joe's eager questions, adding:
"What's the matter with Ray? Why, Ray has
b'een drugged with hasheesh, and so have I. l'v~
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it makes . creek, and one of tlie gang was down there la~g
us so stupid, fellows, but it will' wear off if you for us!"
·
·
only ·give it time."
~
"See· now!" cried Fred. "That's what he meant.·
Fred listened. but di._d not go into ·any convets!j.- by h.ollering, 'lpok ·out for the boat!'"
tion with Billy then. His whole attention was
Just. then the giant was heard calling again:
taken up in watchmg Mr. Jacks, who had come
"Got 'em?" he yelled. "Got 'em, boys?"
down to the edge of the CH.ek and stood watching ·
''No! no!" came the answer frow: down at the
the boat. There were two or three men with him, mouth ·of .the creek. "There was ·nobody in the
and none of them made a move io do anything, boat!"
which &eemed to Fred mther strange.
.
"Then they are in· the swamp!" roare.d JacJcs.
"Why don't thev chase us, Billy?" he asked.' "Sloky and I will start after them! You fellows
strike in ftom the other end;"
"Haven't they got another boat?"
"Yes," replieu Billy, "but it leaks. They are re"We have got to hustle, boys!" said Fred.
pairing it, and thev have sent for a new one, too. ' . "Here, Joe, lay hold of Ray. We'll drag him along
They expect it up any day now, I heard Mr. Jacks between us, if we can't move·him ·any other way."
say."
By this time Ray had roused up a bit.
"Where are you taking me to, fellows!" he
"HUh! if they wait for a new boat to come before they chase us, I guess we are safe -enough," murmured, adding:
"Oh, I am so sleepy. Do let .m e lie down for a
exclaimed Joe. "~t was done pretty slick, wasn't
it, Fred? I wish Ray would wake up. I want to minute--just for a minute. I'll go with you
then."
talk to him and find out more about all this."
"No, no! Come on! Come on!" said Fred. .
"Hold up! There's something wrong!" said
"Brace up, Ray. Only for a few minut~. Billy,
Fred. "Billy, listen to me."
you are doing fine, keep close tQusl We will give
"I'm a-listening, Fred."
"Why did that Mr. Jacks of yours call out to them the slip yet."
·
"Mighty lucky thing we got out of the boat,"
look out for the boat? Who was he speaking to?
said Joe. "Fred, you were dead right about that.
;what did he means?"
.
"I don't know, Fred, but he meant mischief. He's What made you guess it?"
"Can't tell yOU'. Wasn't I right, though?
a fiend-a perfect fiend!" replied Billy, who seemWouldn't we all have been dead ducks if we had·
ed to be growing brighter every instant.
tried to pass out of the creek in the Swan? I
"Bet you what you like it means SOJile a~tack guess yes. Hello!
they are close onto us!
on the boat," said Fred. "Say, Joe, let's rouse Joe, c.an we ever getHere
over the hill? They will see
Rav up and get out of this boat. We'll strike us sure, and that means
shoot."
across the swamp to the hill and then get over to
"You bet it. does," adderl Billy. "You .want to
tbe Water Witch. What do you say?"
keep out of sight of Jacks if you want to live.
"Why, in ten minutes we will be out on the lake Hes a. desperat;e scoundrel! Oh, you don't know
and can sail right around to the Water Witch," him as I do. .If you did--"
replied Joe. "We don't want to lose the Swan."
"Hold up! Here we are at the hill!" broke-in
"I don't know why I want to do it, but I do," Fred. "Now, then, fellows, we'll strike in where
replied Fred, "and I want to do it right now. Billy, those stunted cedars are, and ·crawl down as we
you know these fellows better than Joe or I can run.' I don't believe they will get on to us. It's
know them. We don't want to take .any chances pretty well clouded·over. Once we ·can get among
with them, do we?"
the cedars I believe we are safe."
·
"No, we don't, Fred;" replied Billy. "I don't
They had no more than passed the 'shelter of the
know exactly what you are driving at, but I say cedats than Mr. Jack's voice was ·heard shouting:
no, we rlon't.t>
"Look out for them there, you fellows!· They've
."I'm going ashore right here," persisted Fred. taken to the hill! Shoot 'em down, every mother's
"Let the Swan drift out into the lake. Perhaps son of them I. We shall have to move again if they
we will have a chance to pi.ck her up afterward, escape!"
but I say let's get out of here as quick as ever we
can."
Fred turned the boat in against the bank and CHAPTER XX.--,·Chased ·by the Counterfeiters.
sprang ashore. Billy scrambled after him, and
Joe, although he did have something to say about
Unque5tionablv the four boys were in a very
it being foolish, helped Fred to lift Ray out of the dangerous situation. If it had been daylight it is
boat, following hi.mseif then, and allowing the doubtful if they could have escaped, but as it was
Swan to drift down toward the mouth of ·the they were able to gain the top of the hill undiscreek, which was oniy a short dis.tance away. It covered, while the counterfeiters were still beatjng
seemed almost like an inspiration on Fred's part. about among the cedars, trying to discover in
Hear how it turned out, and see what a lucky which direction they had . gone. Jacks insisted
thing it was that he made this move. It was a ~ upon it that they were still in the swamp; Sloc(}more difficult matter than they had thought to vich declared that they had gone up t.he hill, and
arouse Ray, for he was in a deep sleep, and Fred the boys could hear them arguing about it. As
was shaking him up and trying to get him to stand for tlte other two, they could be heard beating
on his feet, when all at once there was a tre- about';."here, there and everywhere. In the confumendous explosion down the creek, and Joe, who sion of it all the boY,s manak.ed to get over the
was watching the Swan, saw it fly into the air and hill and down on the other side without being
fall back into the water a shattered wreck.
seen. But here a most unpleasant discovery await"By gracious, look at that!" he cried.
ed them .
"It's the old man's work!" exclaimed Billy Bird.
. "Where's the Water Witch?" exclaimed Fred.
~He must have had a toroedo at the mouth of the
"By llracious. I can't see hei.- at all."
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They- hurried along the shore, Fred trying to
locate the place where they had left the sailboat.
"It was right near that -tree that the cove was,
I'm sure of it," he declared. "If we don't strike
it there I don't know what 'i n the world we are
going· to do." ,
They did not strike ·it there. When they' neached the tree th,ey found that the bend of the cove
was right beyond it, just as Fred' had said, but
the boat was nowhere to ·h e seen. .
"She's gone · adrift!" cried Fred. · "See, here's
where we tied her, Joe!"
"You are right," replied .Joe, hollowly. "We -are
prisoners on the island, then, it seems."
"Boys, you might as well be dead," said Ray .
It's a dreadful thing. When you know all you
will understand."
"Here they ·come!" exclaimed Billy. "They are
over the hill now. They are coming down to the
shore. What in the world shall we do?"
"We··must hide somewhere," said Ray. "How
about those bushes up there on the side of the
h'ill, Fred?"
"Might as well try it there as anywhere e\se,"
replied' Fred. "I won't say we are dead ·sure to
be discovered, but I'm afraid that's what it is."
They scrambled up the hill to the bushes, and
all lay dowrl flat ·on the ground. Ray and Billy
soon dropped off to sleep again. Fred and Joe
did not disturb them. Breathlessly they waited,
watching and listening, and soon saw the four
men come into the cove. Jack's had a dark lantern,
and he flashed to about everywhere, grumbling at
Slocovich all the while.
"It's your fault," he -kept saying. "It's all your
fault. I wish that fellow had broken your head
for you.''
.
.
"Rats! You have ·b rought all this trouble upon
us, .that's what you have done," was t.l;ie answer,
and then the men moved on out of hearing, and,
passing farther up the shore, did not return
again.
·
Fred and Joe lay there for a long time waiting
and watching, but there was not a sound to break
t'he · stillness. The counterfeiters had evidehtly
been thrown entirely off the scent.
"What on earth are we going to do, Fred?"
asked Joe, at last.
"Wait till" ·morning where we are," replied
Fred. "It's almost here. No use disturbing the
boys now. If they can only .sleep tneir sleep out
I believe they will wake UJ> all 0. K."
This meant patience for another hour, but before. the dawn came Billy Bird suddenly awoke.
"Where are we?" he asked, sitting' up and staring around. "Still on the side of the hill? Have
old 1nan Jacks and Sloky gone?"
"Long ago," replied Fred. "How do you feel
after your sleep, Billy?"
"I feel ever so much better," replied Billy. "My
head is as near clear <is it has been since the night
I ran away out of No. 10.''
.
"And what made you run away out of No. 10?"
asked Fred. "Tell us now, Billy, for I think we
have a right to know.''
·
"You have-there is no doubt about that, Fred
Fielding. You certainly have a right to know.''
"That's_what I say," replied Fred. "Come, now,
Billy, out with it, old man. There mustn't be any
more mystery, ..,3Vas it you that Ray pulled out ·of
the lake? Did you come back to school, or--"
"Stvp!"
cried
· Billy,. inl great excitement. "Ray
..
. ..
.
•'•
..
:

''

,.

never pulled J11e out of the lake. I haven't been
to si::hool since· the night I ran away."
"Then, by ·Jove, it ;must have .. been your twin
brother!" exclaimed Joe.
. Billy: g,ave a· great cry.
"It was my twin brother!" he almost shouted.
"Oh, he's alive. 'Ben's alive!"
b~ck

. CHAPTER XXl.-More Mystery at the Cove.
uyo~r brother!" exclaimed Fred.
"Well, Ray
was right. He would never admit that it was
. you."
"Tell me all about it!" exclaimed Billy. "Tell
me all about it, ;Fred Fielding. · They told me
tliat Ben jumped off the boat and was ~drowned.''
"Perhaps they believed it. He certainly would
have been drowned if it had not been for Ray,
· that's one th,irig sure.''
Then he went on and told Billy all that had
happened after his disappearance . from school.
For some minutes Billy was silent. It took a little encouragement from Fred to make him take up
his story again.
·"Yes, I'll tell you all, boys," he said at last.
"~ow listen.
You think perhaps that I'm an
American. ·Well, I'm not. My parents were English, but I was born out in India in the city ot
. Bombay. My father was an engraver and print- er, and-well, I might as well cut all that short.
He was a counterfeiter; the leader Qf a bad gang
of crooks. That man Jacks was his friend and
helper. He's a Frenchnian; his real name is .
Jacques; there were more of them then, but-oh, :
well, father was caught and sent to prison, ·and
Jl/.cques took care of us boys and Drought us to
this country. and when father got out he joined us
here. Boys. I come from bad stock, but I' want you
to understand that I have always tried to raise
myself out of it--yes, I have.''
"I believe you, Billy,'' said Fred. "You don't
have to tell us all your business; cut it short. Just
tell us why you went away that night."
'
"Oh, it's the wind-up of a long story,'' replied
Billy. "Father is dead. The gang had been oper·
kting there at the deserted village for a fong time.
There was a secret room down under the old ma.:.
chine shop. We made bills sometimes. but when
the price of silver got so low we made half and
r quarter dollars out of real silver-you couldn't
tell the difference. They were sent all over the
country-there's thousands of the~ in cfrculation
now.''
Billy paused again, the boys waiting with
breathless interest for him to resume.
"I wanted to go to school," mid Billy at last.
"I wanted to get away. We were, all of us boys,
kept drugged most of the time. It was Jacques'
scheme. As long as father lived Ben and I were
not ~llowec! to touch the stuff, but when he died we
also gradually got into the way of it. One day,
I asked Jacques to let me go to Dr. Whiteside's
school for a year, and, to my surprise, he consented, with the understanding that I should come
back whenever h~ sent me word. I tried to gefl
leave for Ben tQ go, too,. but Ben was too good a
workman, so he wouldn't hear to that, and J;
went alone. That's all there is to it, boys. I wa'Sr
called back ag~in, but I wouldn,'t go. Then I waii .
called a ~¢cond th1~e in, tl~e letter ~ay brought ID;~ ·
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"Sure " $aid J ~. "Th~~e's no:, doubt about
that." ' ·
·
back to.Hie grave. The last thing I ever dreamed . "'Oh; I agre~ with you all right there," declared
of was that it would bring Ray into •troubl~.".
Fred, . "but the trouble is, we can't get off . the
"It wasn't your fault, Billy," Ray's· voice said island unless we can lay our hands on a boat.''
behind them. "I don'fhold
you responsible for it, " ''.Y9.u will find that I am right," added · Joe.
old man."
· '1
•
·
Billy has been cap.tured. They mean to have us
Ray was awake at last and quite himself again. gp prowling about looking for him, and . then we
He was most curious to know all about the coming will be nipped, too, that's the game." ·
of Fred and Joe to the island, for he had only
"I don'.t believe .it," repeated Fred; "Any.how
a dim recollection of what had occurred the night if it's so, how can we help it? We have got t~
before. There the boys lay, talking matters over, go prowling about, .as you say, and the sooner
until daylight came. The only other point of any we get down to it the sooner ,. we'.11 know where
interest which Billy touched upon was to explain we are at; anyh_ow:, I believe in Billy Bird, and
that the gang of counterfeiters had moved from I beheve th.at this is a .case for a detective, too."
the deserted village to Crane's Island, thinking-it
"Thank you, Fred. Thank' you 1all, fellows, for
a safer place for th~ir -0pera~ions 1 and, n.o t be- your confide~ce in . me,'~ said Billy's voice right
cause the Secret Service detectives had dlScovered ·behind them.
anything about their crooked work.
Of cours.e the boys faced to the right-about in
"They have never been caught, and I don't be- ·a hurry, and there stood . Billy just as· though he
· Jieve they have ever been suspected," he added; had nev.er ~isap.peared.
. ..
. ..
·"and I want to say--"
.
· · "Where m the world have you been?" . cried
"Hush!" whispered Fred. "There's some one Ray.
.
m<>ving about there on the beach 11'
. ''What did you give us such
scare for?" de··
"Is it one of the gang, Billy?" whispered Ray. mantled Fred. .
"He keeps his back turned toward us. I can't
"Didn't mean t<J," replied Billy. "I couldn't'
make him out at all."
.leave my brother, .and . when I came back and
''Nor I," replied Billy. "Looks like a boy, heard you talking about me I thought--"
' though, but that can't· be-oh, fellows, it's my
~'You thought you. would Usten ·and hear what
. brother! It's Ben!"
we thought of you," broke in Fred. "Well I
The boy instantly turned and gave a shout, too. ·don't know as I blame you. Where is y<>ur broth"Billy! Hey, Billy! Oh, come here!" he cried. er, -B illy? . Was . it he '.that Joe ·and I ran up
"Come on, fellows! We are in this!" exclaimed · against coming down the hill?"
. Fred, springing up. "First thing you know they
"Yes, it was; he was afraid of you or he would
will both be -disappearing! We don't want to _ have spoken then," r_ep~i~ Billy. "Here, Ben!"
take any chances on that!"
\
he called.-.. "Come here and see the boys. 'Don't
Ray and Joe were close behi~d Fred as he ran be afraid I"
.
.
.
down the hill toward the shore.
Then out from behind a big. rock that the boys
"Sl\y,· they're both disappeared already!" cried had pas;:;ed a dozen times in their search the .very
Joe. ·
·
.
counterpart of Billy Bird stepped ·out into view.
"That's what they have, .echoed Ray. "Where
"That's the fellow!" cried Joe.
·
· in thunder can they have gone?"
·
"Hello!" said Ray. "Don't you remember me,
It was more than Fred could do to answer this Ben?"
question, then, and it was just the same when
"As though I · could ever forget you!'; s·aid
tpey reached the shore. Here where the Water Ben. "You saved my life. You know now how.
Witch had so mysteriously vanished the twin I felt then, Ray Whitcomb. You know what it is
brothers had vanished, too, for look in whichever to be half drunk with hasheesh. I am sorry you
directioji .they . would the. boys could see nothing got into all this trouble on my account, but I want
- of Master Ben nor of Billy Bird.
yoµ ti> .unde;rstanding that I have been working
for you ever since I ran away from the school."
"Hello!" said Fred. "Did you run away from
school, too? We. tl:i.ought ypu were carried off
the same as Ray.'~
: CH-AJ;>TER XXIl.-New Animals 'in the Cave.
"No," replied Ben. ''All I can teJI you is I
·woke up and .found myself alone in that room
"It's a bait, that's what it is," declared Joe with the window-pane cut out and Ray gone. I
Quigley, after they, had searched for Billy Bird •knew right away ·what had happened, and as I
until they saw no use in ·continuing the search any knew I couldn't do -any good ·by· hanging around,
longer. "T·hat's what-it is, Fred; just- a bait to 'I just started right off to work for Ray and for
lead us on.''
· ,
·
~ Billy. That's .what I started to do when ·I jumped
. "l don't believe it," 'replied Fred. !'I have c-0n- ·overboard. I lmew Billy and I could never get ·
·fidence in Billy Bird. I don't believe he is thaj; ·away. from- the gang •unless .something-was done.
·kind of a fellow at all: What do you say about 'Although · I was half stupid with the drug, the
, it, Ray?"
·
.idea came ovei: me all at c>nce- .t o do .something
· "I can't say anything, be-cause I don't know de.sperate, and I did . it, ·and, by thunder, boys,
· anything;'' replied Ray. · ."You must remember, it's going to land the o.ld . man and his gang. in
: fellows,• that I ... have been ·under the influence of State's prison, and I ·am glad!''
.
that terrible. stµff ever since they captured me.
Billy -then led the way in behind the rocks, and
'My head isn't clear' yet. J can't think straight, there, to the surprise of the boys, for · no one
•but after wliat ·Billy Bird has told us I think if would ever have dreamed it, was the entrance to
'we can get off the island and back to school we ~ ·c·a ve leading in under. the hill. · · · ·
'0UKht to do it, whether we find him or not.'~
· - "By ginger! I never knew'this 'place w.a s he.re,"
It· was from. Jacques. . He threatened "to ' kill Ben

if I did not go, and so I went. ' It )Vas likEi going
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said Fred. "Say, Ray, what fun we could have
had on ·our picnics if we only had."
"That's right," said Billy. ".And, boys, we'll
have th~ fun yet. Wait till we drive out the gang
and land them behind.the bars where they belong
and we will have a jolly picnic here with Carrie
James and Olive Moore and Mamie Sheldon and
all the rest of the girls." ·
·
"Does ·it lead through the hill?" asked Ray, as
Ben hurried them on.
"That's what it does," replied Ben. "The opening at the other end is closed t.o where I ran into
you two fellows. I didn't know who you were or
you bet I would have spoken to you. Well, here
we are!"
.
_ .
.
"Heavens! it's a regwar arsenal!" cried Fred,
looking around.
..
Leaning against the wall were a dozen rifles,
and lying near them on the :floor as many revolvers. Altqgether, it was quite a military display..
I
· ."vVhat ·d.<ies it 1111 mean, Billy?" demanded Fred.
' "Business/' replied Billy. ·"You see--"
"Hushl'"interrupted Be:r:i, suddenly holding up
his right hand.
·
Quick foot~teps were heard behind them in the
cave.
,
"Sbme one 'fa coming!" cried Fred. HJs it a!l
right, Billy?"
"There's half a dozen of them," echoed Joe.
"By golly, if any one wants a fight, I'm their
man!"
But Ben did not answer, and at the same moment two men, came bounding in among the startled boys~
·
CHAPTER XXIII.-Ray Proposes a Plan.
The two newcomers st.opped short at the sight
of .the schoolboys. It was evident enough 'that
they had never thought (;j. seeing so many persons in the cave.
"Who are these fellows? How did they "Come
here?" one a ' stout man with a smooth-shaven
face, demanded of .Ben, adding, at the same moment:
..
"This one must be your brother. He is the
mi~ing Billy Bird."
.
"I guess you have got the' right side of it, Mr.
O'Connor," spoke up Fred. "Don't you' know
me?"
The others saw ...then that these men were no
strangers to Fred, as was indeed the case, for
the large man was no less a personage than tlie
noted detective, O'Connor, of Chicago, who had
been in charge of Ray's case from the start,
though Ray himself had never met the man.
Seven more men came hurrying iI\to the cave
then, prE!tty well filling up the place. Of course,.
the boys were thrown int.o a high state of excitement, but before there was time to say much
about it Detective O'Connor turned to Fred, saying:
•
"Well, I , suppose one of these· fellows is Ray
Whitcomb?"
"That's me," replied Ray.
"Yes, and a deuce of a scare you have given us
all," chuckled the detective. "I owe you one for
this, young man. You have swindled me. I was
working for the big reward that is up for any
det~tive who could :lilld ;you, and here are a

parcel of schoolboys who have taken it away froni
me just as I thought I had it safe in my hands."
"You will get paid all right if my father has
put up a . reward for me," said Ray. "There's
work enough to be done here yet, and don't you
forget it. What about the boat, Fred? Perhaps
these gentlemen can fell."
' "I expect we can," replied the detective. "If
. the name of the boat is the ·water Witch, I rup
. the fellow that borrowed it. You see, I wanted
to bring these gentlemen up to the island and
the boat I was running was not big enough to hold
them all, so I just pitched yours on behind. It's
in the cove now, and all ready to take back the
, Jacks gang if we are lucky enough to nip tliem.
iµid that's what we expect to do."
·
Of course, the boys had been worked up into a
pretty good s~ate of enthusiasm by the time aJT
these explanations were made. Matters were certainly closing in. All mystery had disappeared
from the case now, and as Fred very truly remarked, when he and the detective wound up a
.loI)g talk .in which Fred t.old ,all that had happened since he and Joe Quigley landed-on Crane's
island, the whole thing had now boiled itself down
into the question whether they could capture the
queer coinmakers or not. ·
"What I aii'n afraid- of," said Mr. O'Connor, "is
that they will take to the water on the other side
of the island."
"And try to swim the channel over to the mainland!" exclaimed Ray. "They can never do it.
Why, the distance is more than half a mile!"
"They have got a spare boat · hidden in the
· swamp over there ready for just this sort of
thing," replied the detective. "Isn't that so, Billy,
Bird?"
·
Billy nodded.
"Well," continued O'Connor, "what we don't
want to do is to let them escape by that boat,
which some of them surely will if we all make a
rush for the old powder mill, and to tell the truth,
boys, I'm blest if I know just how to fix it so that
we can be dead sure of bagging the whole bunch
of them at one swoop."
"I can tell you," said Ray, quietly.
"How:?': aske~, the detective. "If you know ·any,
.way spit it out.
, , ·,
"Let Billy and me swim the creek and show ourselves in the ·swamp. That will draw the gang
down this way, and if you can't arrange to sc 0 op
them all in, why--"
"Settled!" cried Detective O'Connor. "With
such brave boys as you fellows to help me the
doom of the gang is sealed."

CHAPTER XXIV.-Conclusion.
Daylight had fairly dawned over Crane's Island
when Ray, Fred and Joe finally left the cave and
prepared to swim the creek. They were the last
to vacate the place. Billy Bird and his brother
Ben were in the cove now on board the Water
Witch, standing guard over Joe Quigley's famous
craft.
As for Detective O'Connor and his men, where
they were will perhaps develop later; at all events,
nothing ...wa8 to be seen of them when the thretl
boys pulled o:ff their clothes and swam the creek.
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making no effort to conceal theit movements from
any one who might be watching them""Over at the
old powder mill.
The boys now started boldly toward the low
buildings of the old powder mill.
They had not gone far before Fred saw the
door of the workshop suddenly come ilying open
and Mr. Jacks himself popped out his head. Immediately he pulled his Jong body .t hrough the
door, and then all in an instant he came popping
out again followed by the man Slocovich, who
had his head all tied up in bandag·es.
"It's the Whitcomb boy, but where is Billy
· Bird?" he shouted.. Then putting his hand up
, against the house· he touched an electric button
- . and suddenly a bell rang out. .
This had exactly the effect that .Ray anticip. ated. There were only six of the counterfeiters,
. altogether, beside the boys, who worked i.n the
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taken to Chic)lgo by .t r.a in. The unfortunate boy~
captured at the powder mill proved to be waifs
without parents or friends. They were kindlj
cared for by the Children's Aid Society of Chicago, and taught honest trades.
Fred and Joe were the heroes of the hour, and
Ray's father paid Dectective O'Connor $1,000 as
a reward for the activity he had shown in the
search for his son. Billy Bird took up his old
place in the school, Dr. Whiteside putting him
. on the free list, an(! Mr. Whitcomb, at Ray's
earnest solicitation, paid for two terms for Bim.
But all these happenings occurred seveFal years
:ago, an\i the .boys who. led at the ac~dei.ny at .that
time, are scattered now. Ray is a lawyer in
.Soµth Dakota. · Fred is in the-lumber business. up
.in Minn.e~ota,: !',nd th.e .Bird boys . both~ work for
him, Billy as a bookkeeper and Ben as a for~
- ~~
.
.man in the saw :mill. :Joe Quigley .has succeeded
. The remaining four came running out to join ·to his fath!!r's .contracting business in . Chicago,
· Sloky. and Mr. ·Jacks, ·and all hands hurried for- ·:a..nd is. v;ery z:ich and ·prpipineJlt.in politics. Mamie
·ward into the swamp, 'each man drawfog a re- Sheldon is Joe's wife, and Fred married Olive
volv.er as he came on.
·Moore, but Ray remains a ba:.chel.or still as ·does
. "Hold on, .Mr. Jacks!" called Ray. "There Billy Bird. · Last fall the boys all met .at a little
.needn't be any shooting. You have blown up the ·dinner .in Chicago given by Ray to his old .schoolboat and we can't get off the island. We don~t ·mates. As might have been expected, the stirring .
·want to starve to death, so we have come' to give ·adventures of the. past were lived over again at
. ourselves up."
·
·
the festive board; and the principal topic of con"Oh, ·you have, have you?" sneered M~·.- Jacks, -ve'rsation was about the time that Billy Bird was
. making a horrible face, and letting his false teeth 'm issing from school.
: drop down as he · spoke. "Well, you are wise!
Pity you weren't all blown to blazes, as I intendea
-Next week,.s issue will contain ~The BOSS OF
that you should be. Where's Billy Bird?"
THE CAMP; OR, THE BOY WHO WAS
"He's not with -us," answered Fred. ·
:· "Can't I see that? Am I blind?" bawled Jacks, NEVER AFRA~D . "
starting forward. "Capture them, boys! We'il
run all three into the workshop and give them a
·dose and decide their fate later on."
. AN ASTONISHMENT OF 1597
"Will you?" cried Ray. "Your fate is decided
now, Mr. Jacks. No. 10!" .
I thought that the following might be of inter·
This was Hie cue.
est to your readers, in view of the coming eclipse.
Before Jacks had time to gobble up his false It is from the Conway Parish Record, Wales, 1597.
"That upon the 26 daie of Februarie Anno P
teeth again a dozen men armed with rifles rose
de aboute tenn of the Clocke in tha forenone,
up out of the swamp.
·.
"You're truly John Jacks!
My name is ·being Saterdaie before Shrove Sundaie, theere
was great darkness soe that people weare astonO'Connor!" cried the detective, springing in front
ished."
·
of the giant and planting a revolver at his head.
EMILY H. ROWLAND.
·But quick as this was done, the detective was not
'quick enough to stop Joe Quigley from springing
'in front of him and dealing the giant one of his
knockout blows under the chin.
· "Oh-ah-oh!" yelled Mr. Jacks, and over he
went backward, his false teeth flying out of his
mouth altogether as his head flew upward, propelled in that direction by Joe's powerful fist. .
At the same time Fred and Ray made a rush
for Sloky and got him foul before that some.what slow-moving individual could understand
what had really happened, 'llnd as for the rest,
they were in the hands of the detective's men in
.just no time at all.
.
Meanwhile, Detective O'Connor :ii.ad blown a
Make Secret Investigations
metal whistle three times in quick succession.
Earn Blg Money. Work home or travel.
Soon the boats came up to the bulkhead in front
Fascinating work. Excellent op_portu•
of the old powder mill, and the prisoners were
nity. Experience unneceisary. Parti.,
I' run on board, followed by Dr. Whiteside's boys,
ulars free. Write:
Ben Bird Detective O'Connor and six men. The
:remainde; of the detective's party stayed behind
GEORGE R. WAGNER
~ to guard the captured plant. The Water. Witch
Detective Training Departmenc .
:was run down to St. Joseph, and the pr~sone1·s
2190 .Broadway, ~ew York
_, .· .
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·Shrouded In Gloom

tate to take my life, and I w'as painfully aware of

the fact. "Well, he'll find it tough to get <mt of here for
I've fixed things," said a heavy voice· and then
As I was thinking over my past life a thrill I. made up my mind to have the advantage on my
runs through mx frame as I recall a scene which, side. that would come of surprising the gang, reat the time of its occurrence, impressed me very solvmg to march downstairs and meet them
'
greatly. In a · certain quarter of the city there weapon in hand.
I took one step out from the door, and then
flourished for some months a very skilful and sue' cessful gang of confidence operators, composed the floor opened, and with a yell of surprise I
went through a trap-door, one of the devices of
of men and two women.
These women, girls they might very properly the confidence operators.
Dowi:i I went! an~ sudrlenly struck against
be called, for they were not more than about
nineteen or twenty years of age, were as pretty, ' somethmg. I seized it, and in a moment was
graceful and fascinating as any to be found in hanging in the air by means of what felt like
an iron bar. I say, felt, for it was impossible
th,e city.
·
They were the ropers-in employed by the male to see, being as pitchy dark as possible.
I was shrouded in gloom. I felt with my feet,
confidence operators, and being adepts they had
but found that I could touch the sides of the hole
ensnared many a victim.
I asked to be put upon the trail of the sharpers, on either side, and after bracing myself firmly
and there being nothing else of a particular I worked my way up until I sat on the iron bar.
. As I reflected upon my position, I left that my
nature needing my care, my request was readily
time had come, and that I was dopmed. The walls
granted.
·
In pursuance of my plan, attired in a nobby of the hole were of rough and uneven stone, and
suit, with a paste diamond in my shirt front as gave back not the least sound when I struck them.
"I am doomed," I said. "In time I shall geti
big as a .ten-cent piece and with a grip in my
hand, I sauntered out one afternoon, taking up sleepy and fall from this bar, and then--"
But I got no furthc:i:, for with a scraping sound
a course that led me over the favorite huntingthe bar began to give way from its fastenings. Oh
grounds scoured by ·the two females.
I looked in shop windows here and there, ad- the horror of that moment. I braced my limb~
mired the polish on my shoes several times and against the sides and caught at the uneven stones
with my hand, and as the bar fell began to work
kept my mouth open a great deal.
my way upward, resolving not to die without an
Along came one of the beautiful ,false ones,
I caught her eye, stared at her in the most effort for liberty and life. The" uneven stones
open-mouthed style Of admiration, and allowed gave me a chance, and after a few moments my
my grip to fall to the ground to add emphasis head struck against the top of the trap-door. It
was pulled up~a~, and I was nearly blinded by,
to my admiration.
She glanced at me, took in my big diamond and the hght rushmg m upon me, but with a clutch.
my rustic expression, and concluded that I was ~s lucky as it was desperate I succeeded in grasp.mg the ankle of the man who had lifted the trapfair game for her.
Accordingly she approached me in the moir. door.
He Clrew ~;> his. leg! and I l"'ent up with it and
heartrending style. She was dressed in deep
)Ilourning, but was all the more beautiful on tQet clnsed in with him m a rough-and-tumble imaccount, her beaming blue eyes seeming to bor- promptu mirr. l 11.oored him, atni.ck him senseless.
and whipped out my pistol in time to send a bullet
row · a sorrowfll'l tint from her somber appeal.
. She told me a pitiful tale of distress and through the shoulder of another of the gang who
cruelty, spoke of her poverty and desperation, made for me with a knife, and a third was kept
at bay by being covered with the weapon in my
and begged that I would help her.
·
"Do come with .me, sir, and see how very badly hand. Weapons conquered the brutes and madllt
off mother and I are," she said to me. "I can them submissive, and in safety I walked down-<
see that you are of kind heart and will assist stairs, reached the front door, and waited there in!
'Patience until ~ P?liceman came to my aid. I
me."
cap~red the prmcipal members of the gang, ili.I went with her, and was taken to the second
floor of a private house . in a side street, and cludmg the .women,_ and through my testimonyt
they all received var10us terms in the State Prisont
there ushered into a sitting-room by my fair
thus ridding the city of a very_dangerouh company:
guide, who left me to summon her aunt ( ?) .
/
·
As the door closed-upon me I got up from the of confidence sharps.
My nervous system was upset by the s}\ock I
chair, crossed the room with a very light step,
and softly reopened the door in order to hear received, and I was sick for weeks. Many yearlll
have passed since t}\en, but I shudder when I re-o
what passed.
call my awful peri bile shrouded in gloom.
"He's up there."
"You're a fool."
The head master of a boarding school a few.
"What's the matter, you cat?"
miles north of London is very particular about thel
"Don't you know who that is?"
behavior of his scholars during meal times, a fact
"No."
of which the undermasters are fully aware. A '
"Who is it?" inqujred another voice.
short. time. bac~ one of the tutors observed a boJi.
"Yes, out with it," said another.
"That's Clark,, the detective, made up for' haul- cleamng his kmfe on the tablecloth, and immedi-o
us. I saw his face, and I'll swear to the man.'' ately pounced on him. "I suppose that's what Yotl
nad been reco~ized, and that was a death generally, do at home, sir?" he remarked, stern!74
warrant.
"Oh, ~o,' reJ?lied the boy, quietly. "Wegener~
[l'hese men, the women; even, would not hesi- :use clean Jqnves at home."
· '.
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AL, THE ATH LET E,
OR, THE CHAMPION OF·TH E CLUB

.

By R. T. BENNETT
(A Serial Story)

CHAPT ER XX.-(Co ntinu.ed )
."Did you release her after that?"
"Yes. She has some means of her own, and
has gone back to New York to live in a house
where we can find her if it becomes necessar y."
"Then what's your next move?"
"To find Scotty, the tramp, whom we will need
as a witness against the mill owner. Once we get
the hobo in jail I intend to close in on Drew and
put him under arrest."
"The old scoundre l deserves all that's coming
to him," commen ted Al. "I am not spiteful, Mr.
Fox, but when I think of all the villainy that
man is responsi ble for it makes my blood boil
with indignat ion."
"Keep what I have told you a secret, or you
will spoil my plans."
,
"Oh, you can denend upon me to say nothing, "
replied Al smilingly .
Thf! detective went on, and the young athlete
continue d ahead to the gym, where he found all
the boys assemble d and the farm wagons waiting.
Cosiume s and apparatu s were packed in the
vehicles,. and the boys scramble d into the wagons
and started off for Roxbury .
As they went down the main road they met
numerou s carriage s and other vehicles headed for
the same town. .
· Everybo dy cheered the boys as they went along.
Within an hour they reached the fair grounds
and found the place all decorate d with flags and
bunting and a treme~dous crowd assembled.
A band of music, heac}ed ·by the members of the
Peerless Athletic Club, was waiting at the gate
for the Junior boys, and as a rousing cheer burst
:from the Roxbury fellows, the band struck up
the tune, "Behold. the Conquer ing Hero Comes,"
and headed the wagons into the grounds.
On they marched with the Peerless boys to the
grandsta nd, and here Al's continge nt alighted ,
and there was a great handsha king .all around.
Joe Nixon greeted Al cordially , and said to
him:
.
"Glad you fellows arrived, Adams. Brmg
them
this way. The dressing -rooms are under the
stand. We want to get, started promptl y at two
o'clock if we can, as there is quite a long pro·'gramme ."
.
When Al got into his athletic togs Marsh came
:Ull to him and asked:
"What is the first event to be, Al?"
"There's a trotting match on now, but the
tandem bicycle race is to follow it, with Dick Nelson and Harry Chase on one wheel and Abby and
,T urner on the other. It's to be a three-mi le
:race."
"Do you know anything about the ability of
the· Peerless men?"
"I haven't got their records, but I have heard
that they are crackerj acks. The track is a !!retty,
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fast one, and there is scarcely any wind, which
means that we are going to have a pretty good
race."
"I hope our fellows are in good shape."
"They have told me that they are in practice,
but the fact is that we haven't had much wheel
racing, so I haven't got a line on the speed of
our fellows.
There's one thing . pretty sure,
though, and that is that we are going to get a .
fair shake with these Peerless fellows."
"They seem to be a pretty decent bunch. But
there. is always a black sheep in every club, Al,
and we may find one here."
.
They finished dressing , went out in a body aad
were greeted with a wild cheer from the home
rooters, who occupied a section of the stand.
Just then the trotting match was finished, arid
the band struck up a tune while the bicycle boys
were getting ready.
As Al gazed critically at the Peerless boys he
saw that they were well built fellows who looked
as if they might give a good account of themselves, and he went over to his teams and said to
them:
"Now, be careful not to expend all your
strength in spurting at the go-off, boys. Remember, i\'s a three-mi le race, which means six times
around this half-mil track, and with such a long
grind you will need to save all your strength during the first four laps.''
The riders nodded.
"After the first four laps let yourselv es out for
all you are worth, and you will find what wonderful gains you will make on your opponen ts,
especiall y if they are foolish to start in to
sprint."
As Al's orders were law with the Juniors, they
resolved to obey his instructi ons.
A few minutes later the four teams were out
on the track at the scratch, each machine having
a starter holding it up.
When all were ready the sharp crack of a pistol
sent the boys off on their journey, and the two
Peerless teams shot ahead in the lead at once,
amid the plaudits of the home rooters.
Al keenly watched the racers.
He saw that the Peerless men were straining
every muscle, while his own boys were going
along at a much slower pace.

CHAPT ER XXL
A Cowardl y Blow.
"Here they come! Here they come!"
As this wild ·s hout arose from a thousand
throats the bicycle-r iders, in a cloud of dust,
came tearing along the track on the last quarter,
and as Al coolly watched them he saw Nelson
and Chase in the lead.
Behind them came one of the Peerless wheels,
almost touching their hind tires, while Abby and
Turner were hopeless ly distanced .
"Hit it up, boys; hit it up!" yelled one of
the men on the stand.
A thunder of shouts then arose.
Every one was excited except the young captain of the Midwoods.
On came the riders at a tremendo us PIWlt
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bending far over the handle-bars, and working crease, and they all watched the little fellow
a,, he sped away for the standard.
th~ treadles at a high rate -of speed.
Up and over.
The Peerless team was cr eeping up on the
- ·
leaders, when Chase· gasped. ·
"Score!" droned the referee. "Four feet!"
.
"Now, .Dick!"
"Four one!" . yelled Hackett, desperateiy, alThen the boys spurted, their wheel seemed to though he was nervous, for the best he had ever
..
shoot like a shot from a gun, and they whizzed · done was four feet heretofore.
Then he started off and .made the jump. ~
-under the line a length and a half in advance
Crash!
,
of their opponents.
The yell from the spectators that greeted this
It was a clumsy jump, and his foot hit the
"
performance was deafening, and as Al glanced bar and sent it flying.
"Failed!" shouted the referee.
up at the stand he suddenly caught sight of
"Four foot six!;' undauntedly called Bud.
Jennie Harlow in a box with a party . of girl
friends, waving her lace handkerchief and cheerThe bar was put up, and Hackett turned pale
and sick.
ing as loudly as the rest.
"Fool!" he exclaimed, hotly. "You can't do
It brought a smile to the boy's face, and at
the same instant Miss Harlow caught his glance, that jump to save your life, .a nd you are only
trying to put on lugs before the crowd!"
nodded and smiled to him.
Bud ·glanced at him in surprise.
The next event was the one in which Bud was
"You're simply a lobster! " he exclaimed, getengaged, and as the little athlete came out in
·
ting mad.
his natty costume a great cheer greeted him.
" Go!" ordered Adams, seeing that trouble was
The trial was a running high jump.
Al had. ascert ained that the little fellow was brewing.
In an instant Bud was on the alert, and ran.
a natural born high jumper, and for some timCil
Goaded by what Hackett said so sneeringly
had been developing Bud's ability at it.
The only little fellow the Peerless Club had the little fellow gave a tremendous b.o und and
to pit against him was a boy sixteen years old, shot up in the air as if hurled- from a spring·
who was at least eight inches taller, and weighed board.
The tips of his spiked shoes just · cleared the
at least twenty pounds more than_young Harlow.
When Al .Nixon and the two contestants bar.
Then he landed with a thud.
reached the standard the judge turned to the
""Score, four foot six I" shouted the referee.
boys and said:
"Hurrah for young Harlow!" shouted the
"Each boy has to have three trials and name
his own height. The one who follows must clear crowd.
This praise for the little fellow maddened
the height set by the first jumper. The bar
Hackett, and he suddenly gave a scream ·of rage
must be cleared without touching." .
.
rushed -madly at Bud.
The bar ·was set and Bud w:ent back fifty yards and
Al saw the wicked ·look on his face and tried
_
with Al.
spring between them in ·time to avert the
"Don't · forget my instructions, kid," said to
trouble he saw was coming, but he was too
·
Adams, warningly.
.
."To bend low, spring hard and lift my legs late.
Hackett had drawn back his fist, and he drove
well?"
it with all his might against poor Bud's face
"Throw your feet well up and forward."
'
knocked him down, stunned and bleeding!
and
his
Bud nodded and smiled, then compressed
girl
her
·
left
Jennie
alarm
of
shriek
a
With
lips and began to breathe hard throJJgh his friends in the box, and, .rushing over to her little
'
nostrils a few moments.
brother, she . lifted him up, and, turning an ac"Ready?" demanded the judge.
cusing glance upon Hackett, she cried, scathingly:
"Yes." ·
.
"Oh, you pitiful coward!"
"Got." ?>j"i.xon was almost -llaralyied with astonishment
Bud dashed ahead, increasing his speed gradu- at what one of"his boys had done to a guest of
nlly, until he neared -the take-off; when he was theirs. · .
.
·
r;oing at his best. ; . . .The next moment he had H_a ckett by: _t.Qe back
Bpund!
of the 'neck and was pushing him toward the
. Up he soared like· a bouncing ball.
.
'
' grandstand hitting him repeatedly.
Over :the bar he smled, clearing it by several
Nixon's eyes were flashing with indign~tion
.
.
inches.
now, and · as he passed wifh his :rriiserable victim
Down he went, landing cleanly upon his feet before all the people he shouted:
on the other side, and a ripple of applause came
"Ladies and gentlemen, I want you to look at
from the spectators.
this beast. He is a curiosity in human form. I
"Hackett!"
am goin~ to degrade and humiliate him by exBud's opponent retreated to the starting line pelling him from the Peerless Athletic Club be.md shouted:
fore you all. Every one saw what a rank coward
"Three feet six!"
he was, to strike a nbble little fellow who was not
Up went the bar several pegs, but Bud did his equal in size or strength. It was a foul blow,
not get scared.
delivered when his victim was not expecting it.
Then off · went .Racket, and over the bar he And he was only prompted by vicious jealousy ,
when he .struck down his gallant little opposprang with ease.
nent. Had we knowh that Horace Hackett was
"Four feet!" shou~ed Bud, by way of reply.
The bar was raised, and Hackett began to look such 'a. viper we would have ki~ked him out of .rt
our club long ago. Now for his disgrace...'~ ~
oneasy.
_1 ·"!\ ,_ -{
.( To be continued)
, The interest of the audience now began to in-
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ARE YOU A CONTRIBUTOR?
Motorists now pay between $75,000,000 and
' iioo,000,000 a year in fines fo; violating thi: t~affic
laws according to the Amenca.n Automobile Associ~tion. That organization plans to war on
small towns which deriv~ a considera~le reve~ue
by fining transient autoist for the shghtest infraction.
FRANCE HAS GOOD ROAD BUILDING PLAN
With an appropriation of 2,000,000,000 francs
the French Parliament has passed the la~gest
Government sum ever made for roads. and bridges
The Republic is now, ready to begm . ~he long
delayed work on its highways for restorm&' them
to their prewar rank. A total of 6,500 miles of
;main roads will be built.
·

~AZZ CRiTICIZED BY STRESEMAN ·AT
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MUSIC FIESTA · :
.
Three · of Europe's outstanding · statesmen-;Foreign' Minister Streseroann of Germanyt
Minister of Education Herriot, of Fr~nce, ana
Foreign Minister Vandervelde, of Belgium-met
to inaugurate the international exposition of
~'Music in the Life of Nations."
Dr. Stresemann, who opened the expos~tion . at
!Which the musical art of sevente~n countries was
:represented, criticised jazz and negro rhythms
iand frequently was interrupted by applausi:.
He decried the present day "dead levelh!lg of
):nusic" and regretted the modern, saxopho!uc cacophony. He pleaded for a reawakenmg of
spirituality in music.
J

"While this trims-Atlantic flight is ·centering so
much attention on aviation/' he S"aid, after the ·
crowd was q_uiet. "I'd like to say a few words as
to the possibility of regular trans-Atlantic flying.
Many people think we shall see such flights within
a few months but it is lfardly possible. ·a s I see it,
for us to have regular trans-Atlantic flying within
one year or even a few years.
"It will take ten years, possibly, of research and
preparation to place trans-Atlantic flying on a
solid foundation for regular public service. Unless
it is given a solid foundation of that kind it is ·
J>ractically certain to be a failure. But I think'
there will be regular trans-Atlantic flying within
ten years."

.. ...... ..
LAUGHS

"The country is simply being ruined by-this idea
of rushing ev~rything." "Yet where would this
country have/been if they had arrested Paul Re>
vere for exceeding the speed limit?"
She-If you were .;orth the million and I was
poor, would you marry roe? He-If you feel like
transferring the fortune to me and taking chancer.
I will give the matter my serious consideration.
Landlady-I believe in letting coffee boil thirty
minutes; that's the only way to get the goodness
out of it. New Boarder (tasting his and leaving .·
_.it)-You succeeded admirably, ma'am.
:
"Is that an eight-day clock?" said the young
man, as the timepiece struck the midnight hour.
"Well," replied the sweet young thing with a ·
yawn, "why don't you stay a little longer and
find out?"
·
"Tommy, your master's report of your work is .
very bad. Do you know that when George Wash- "
ington was your age he was head of the school?" "
"Yes, pa; and when he was your age he was
President of the United States."
Doctor-If you must know, ma'am, your husband won't live twenty-four hours longer. "Goodness gracious!" ejaculated the broken-hearted but
economical woman, "and here you've gone and
prescribed enough medicine for five days !"
"What you need," said th~ doctor, after giving
his patient a thorough examination, "is t<;> get out
in the open air more than you do. Take a long
automobile ride every day." "Bu't I havent got a
car," objected the patient, "That's all right. I'll
sell you mine."

PREDICTS ATLANTIC FLYING IN TEN
YEARS
In a speech before the _Minnesota society t?)light Col. Lindbergh predicted that regular air
t1'8.IlSportation over the· Atlantic between large
cities in the New World and those in the Old was
Mother-in-law-The doctor said I was all runinevitable, but not probable for ten more years. 'down and needed strychnine as a tonic.
N-0w, I
Introduced by Secretary Kellogg, who is a Min- · don't want to take too much. How big a dase
do
1iesotan, Lindbergh was unable to speak for you recommend? Son-in-law
(hopefuily)-1
:·. several minutes because of applause.
:wouldn't take more than a gallon to begin with.
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The Fatal Bite ·

..

It was . a sad sight that I looked upon in that
l'ittle mountain cabin, on that June morning, in the
year '74; it was a sight that set .my young blood
aflame, and I shut my teeth to keep down my
emotions. •
A bearded young miner lay dead on the cabin
floor. He was still rolled in his blanket; the embers of a late fire were seen near; a bench, washbasin and a cracked mirror composed the princi.\lal furniture of the room. It was the usual
miner's cabin to be met with throughout the gold
regions of California.
A sc'ore of men had gathered in and- about the
cabin, all intent on viewing the horror-the mangle-d coTpse of Paul Landon-as• jovial a young
miner as the mountains of the Golden State could
·
boast.
'•Who hez did this thing?"
It . was a. gruff voice at my side that .put the
question.
"We haven't discovered the villain," I answered,
proceeding to make an exammation of the corpse.
A man stood near with folded arms, pallid face
and dry eyes, gazing at the face of the dead as
though fascinated. When I asked who he was,
Captain Turner, a mine boss, said:
"That's Seth Shott,. the-dead-man's pard." Then
he continued in a whisper: "'Twixt you and me,
he's the man who's guilty of this. I know it, and
I'm going to speak to the boys."
I was somewhat astonished at this moment.
Captain Turner was a trusted man, one -in· the
employ of the Moll!ltain lt9de ~ompany, and it
was in the interest of this company that I was
visiting the mines. Speculation was suspected, and
I was sent up to look into t.he affairs of t.he com--pany in general. I was to have all the time I
needed and work in my own way. I hadn't been
here a week when Paul Landon was found murdered in his cabin.
I was somewhat new in the detective business,
but here ·was something that promised "'pay dirt,"
and I resolved to follow the lead.
1 turned and regarded Seth Shott fixedly, ·after
the captain's whispered suspicions. Other eyes
were fixed upon him, too, as he stood there with
folded arms gazing down into the face of his
murdered friendWas it possible, though, that this rather handsome-looking young man would lend himself to
such a crime? His countenance did not betray
his evil nature, if the captain's suspicions were
true.
Dark scowls began to gather on many faces,
and a murmur soon filled the room.
'
.
"Lynch the murderer!"
A voice uttered the cry. and then several hands
were laid on Seth Shott, and. he was dragged from
the m.mntain cabin into the June sunshine.
"Boys, what does this mean?" Seth Shott expostulated, but all to no purpose.- . He was
dragged to the roots _of a tree, _a rope was ptorluced, and an effort made to place it over the
·
·
young miner's head.
The scene was a shocking one to me. I turned
to Captain .Turner, who look!!d coolly upon i~ all.
"Captain, in heaven's natne! why don't you st.op
'this l;' I cried in horrified wonder~

"It's. justice. Let 'em proceed."
"I will not; this is worse murder than the
other," I cried, drawing my revolver, and pushi:rig
.my ·way to the side of Seth Shott.
:"Rack, men, every .one. of you I Seth Shott is in- :
nocent! You shall not murder an innocent man?"
The muzzle of my cocked weapon had its ef-.
feet, am! the brawny miners shrank back, while
Shott straightened to his full height and cried:
"The gentleman from 'Frlsco tells you the
truth, ·pards. I would sooner have cut out my
own heart than harmed a hair on the head of
Paul Landon. Heavens! how could I hurt Paul.
He and I }lave been chums since we left New
York three years ago. We were schoolboys together, and love·d one another like brothers.
Would I harm him now?' Impossible. We had
some :fmggets laid by. It was for these the murder was committed I eXpect, but the assassins
failed to get them.
"I was not in the cabin fa,st night. I did not
come in from 'Frfaco until this morning. I can
easily prove an alibi if '70U give me a chance."
I again addressed the crowd, and- soon the
miners began to act like reasonable beings once ·
' more. At this point Captain Turner stepped in
and urged the necessity of punishing the vile
assassin at once. I could see that the captain was
anxfous to see Shott hang.
Why · this enmity?
·J managed to get Sh-0tt aside. I was not sure
of his innocence, but deemed it but fair to give
the man a show for his life. After escaping from
the · crowd, Seth Shott grasped my hand and
blessed me for the interference that had saved
· his life. .
"Before heaven, I am innocent!" he said,
solemnly. "l cannot remain here, however, for
Captain 'Turner would set his hounds upon me. If '·
you do not object, I will leave the mountains and
seek a place of safety for the present. In the end
I mean to . see poor Paul's murderer swing."
I believed the young fellow uttered the truth,
and made no attempt to detain him. In fact, I
knew .that, whether innocent or guilty, he would
surely hang if he remained in the mines, and io
believed it best for him to go.
"l can procure a good horse not far away.. Tell
the boys I will see them again some time."
Seth Shott pressed my hand and was gone. I
was glad to see him go, for I believed he was
an innocent man. The murder mystery must be
solved, and the task of solving it was mine.
Captain Turner was very angry when I saw him
again, and he threatened reporting me to the com,
pany.
"You can do as ydu like, Captain Turner," I
said shortly. "I have only done my duty, while
you have attempted murder."
"I'll get even with you for this," he grated,
turning away white with rage.
I paid no heed to the . threat, but went back to.
the tragic cabin, and once more bent beside the
corpse of Paul Landon. I was anxious now to:
find a clew that would lead me to the trail of the ·
rascally assassin.
Something about the bearded lips of the dead
man attracted my notice. . The mouth had fallen
open and clinging to the lower teeth was a bit- of
human flesh. I thrust in my finger and drew it
forth. The ..flesh had been bitten clean, and w~
nc<\lrly the 'whole uppe;r .part, of a human ear~ · '
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..I started to my feet w;th a low, amazed c~Y· chat. I had many questions to ask, as he might
Here ·was a clew indeed. To find the man .with know some of the enemies of Paul Landon if he
the mangled ear would be to find the assassm ·of had any. I meant to make a confidant of Seth,
Paul Landon. I secured the bit of gristle, and at for I liked him exceedingly on short acquaint. o{lce rushed from the ·cabin. From on_e of the ance.
He accepted my offer, and we were soon comminers I procured .a small bottle of wh1s~y, ;md
fortably seated at a table with a bottle of wine
·
into this dropped my trophy.
On the following day, when I went 'to visit Cap- between us.
"Paul hadn't an enemy, unles;; 'twas · Captain
tam Turner, he was not in the' mines.
"Gone to 'Frisco," was the answer to my in- . Turner, who was the meanest coyote in the
mines," asserted Seth, as he became warm with
qi.iiry.
I did not f.ollow immediately, however. I was the· generous wine.
:first anxious to examine all the ears among the . · At length our. conversation turned upon the
miners in the vicinity. Most of them were long- late saloon row, or at any rate I 'led the con.haired cmitomers, and it required close investig- versation in that direction, and was astonished to
ation to discover the condition of their auricles. see that Seth Shott became suddenly excited and
It. was accomplished at last, however, and no man nervous as well.
·with a missing ear discovered.
"They
,, say that One-eared Jake killed the man
The case was more important than the minor
one that had brought me to the gold· range, and ~' "Do you say .so?"
I would riot now give it up, so one morning about · I paid no heed to the inebriate's volley of angry
.three weeks after setting foot in the mountain words, but only glared sharply through my glas.mining- camp, I turned my face once more toward ses at the right side Of his head.
·
the coast.
'
What was it I saw?
I reached San Francisco in good time and with
That which thrilled me as never before. For
no mishap, reported to the Mountain Lo.de Com- the first time the hair liad become disarrangedJ
·pany, and then set 01;lt on m:y own account to ·and I made the discovery that the upper part ot
: ·
·seth ·ShC>tt's ear was ·gone.''
·
hunt down the mountam assassm.
Shortly after reaching the cj ty, I r~n into CapOn the instant of my making this astounding
tain Turner. I was glad to meet him. He re- discovery a new-comer appeared upon the scene
in the ·person of Captain Turner. He stood directceived me with a smile and extended han~.
"It was all owing to your youth, and inex- ly behind Seth Shott while he was pulling off his
perience; I forgive you, young man; but you coat.
·mi~ht have seen the murderer of Paul Landon
- Of a sudden he laid his arm . on his should~r.
'.
·swmg if you had held your peace. No, I'm not . . "Seth .Shott, you are wanted!"
going to the min_es at present. I think I shall ?o. a
The miner turned ,glared into Captain Turner.'s
·
little rletective work myself. The murderer is m face with a scowl of rage.
'Frisco, and I shall secure him."
"You are my prisnoer, sir!"
· · We separated to go our respective ways. I had
"For what?"
no confidence in him, and did not offer to make a
"For the murder of Luke Jones, in Snyder's
confidant cif him. I suspected his feelings for me place last night." _
·
were Eimilar.
lie."
a
"It's
. I remained in 'Frisco a fortnight before aught
The miner attempted to draw a weapon, and a
occurred to stir my blood and give me an appetite desperate
struggle ensued. I was on my feet in
for food.
a !lloment and went to the assistance of the i;ap. A barroom row, in which one man was slain, tam.
,,. caused some commotion, since the murderer suc"You helpin' this villain! I thought you was my
cessfully eluded the police and had not been friend,"
cried Seth Shott, glaring rebukingly at
caught during the following day. It was really me.
·.-, · ·
·
not a matter for me to investi_gate, yet I went to
The man had the biacelets ·on now. and was
the saioon, and picked ui> what news was going harmless.
The captain turned to me with a word
.
.
'r egarding the racke~.
· ·
· of thanks.
. "One-eared Jake be-spected," said the. bar- . "Never mind, captain," I said. "I should have
keeper. . "He's. keepin' hjsself ·pretty close,.. any- arrested .him if you had not."
.
. ,
how, for the ·cops hain't run 'im in yet."
. "I .thought you were w~ll.ing- to swear tO the
·
. I started instantly a~ t!ie naJne.
innocence a . few months' ago.· '\;Vhat evi"A most ·singular hanale fOr a man," I re- man's .have
you now? I knew then he was gliilty."
marked. "Do you kno\\• why he is so called?" dence
.
·
"Th.is is my eviqence." ..
~'Coz he got his ear cliawed off in er row onct
I· _procured the bottle contain!ng 'the bit of
·
.
·
afore."
gristl~part of a .human ear-that was soon
. Here was subject for · reflection surely. .
. This was my man, and if the police did not shown. tO' fit exactly the mutilated right- auricle of
·
· ·
.
make this murder stick, rat least had one against Seth Sliott.
·
~
•
·· .
him that would.
ln the trial that followed, Shot£ was not con' I went from the saloon with a full description victed, but . he was at once arrested for the murof the ·man called One-eared Jake on my brain. der of his late partner, Paul Landon. On the day
That evening I sauntered into a cafe on - - of trial, he made a full ' confession of the crime.
street. and met face to face Seth Shott. He .knew . He had killed .his friend for his share of the gold.
me at once. and we shook cordially. He was well :Knowing that· bit of ear would · co'n vict hirri, he
dressed · imd ~ seemed ·considerably changed.
"caved.'' Afterward he paid 'the penalty' on tu
· ·
·
I i~vited him in to' a glass of wine and social scaft'old; • ·

__
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"SLOW POKE" DRIVERS ARRESTED
Police in Chicago are making a practice to arrest "slow poke" motorists -who not only creep
along at ten miles an hour, but insists on taking
the middle of the road regardless of others. It has
been found that speed, both slow and· fast, is what
makes driving on the highways so dangerous.
HOUSEWIV ES NO LON.GElt ,.SHUN PAINT
.. BRUSl_I
There was , a time when women regarded the
paint brush . with awe, largely because they had
always been told that women could not paint,
and· it was no use trying. But that day has gone
by, and perhaps. the .dealer around .the corner who _
sells mixed paint in small · sizes is largely re-spcinsible. Nbt so many years ago mixed paint
came only in large cans, and it was poor economy
to buy a gallon of paint to redecorate a kitchen
chair. But for 30 cents one may now buy enough
paint' to do a fair-sized job.
. Consequently , woman . uses the brush · on her
porch -furniture; she even· tackle walls and ceil··
ings.
LiMBURGER CHEESE CAST OUT BY THE
GERMAN PEOPLE
.
.Limburger cheese has fallen from ~race in de~- ·
ocratic Germany, members of the Re1chstag Agricultural Committee recently learned from the lips
of . proi;ninel)t cheese manufacturer s.
Once the supreme delight of stanch beer garden
frequenters, · limburger has completely lost cast
and . is now a drug on the market, the committee
was told.
"The public's taste has changed," said one expert.. "We ar:e now trying to meet the post-war
taste by manufacturin g fat-containin g hard and
·
soft" cheeses along French lines."
M.inister of· Agriculture Schiele added that economic · condition also were responsible for the
change in the .Public's taste. Following the war
there was such a craving for fats that the fatter
cheeses were preferred.

TOPIC S
SCHOOLBOY- IS DESIGNER OF. A FLAG FOR
ALASKA
1flag that
over the gie~t Alaskan:
:fl.oat
A
country a:nd later, perhaps, over · the State of
Alaska has just been designed by a boy half white
and· half Aleut Indian. The winning design was
the outcome of a contest, held under the auspices
·of the Alaskan American Legion, in which school
children from all parts of the Territory competeil.
The winning design consists of the Great Dipper
and North Star in gold, mounted on a blue field.
Benny Benson, the winner of the contest, 16
years old, is in the seventh grade in school. He
has been an inmate of the Jessie Lee missionary
home for native and half-caste children since

will

.

lH&

Benny is small of stature for his years and
swarthy of skin. He speaks with the staccato
clipping of words common to the Indian race,
and knows more about fishing, hunting and trapping than about anything else. Until a year and
a ·half ago, when the. mission home moved from
Dutch Harbor to Seward, he had never seen a
train or an automobile.
..

:·.

GAS MADE AVAILABLE FOR EVERY HOME
BY PORTABLE TANKS
There is a new gas service for use in localities
not supflied with city gas. It is not a liquid fuel,
but rea gas derived from natural gas and is delivered anywhereJn tanks. 1'his new gas servicei
enables the woman who has wisheq for years that
she might ·enjoy the convenience of a modern gas
·
range to realize her dreams.
There's nothing diffiCult about the installation
or use of this new fuel. It is supplied by a firm
of unquestioned . reliability and ·fi:iiancial strength.
The outfit consists of a steel cabinet for holding
two tanks o~ ·gas and the controlJing eqUipment,
and a modern gas range with even heat regulator,.
made by the largest manufacturer s of cooking:
·
appliances in the world.
The gas is delivered in containers, each of which
holds approxinlatel ¥ 5,000 cubic feet of gas. T~
e rs are installed in the neat steel cabinet
contain·
A STRING OF QUESTIONS
against the outside of a real wall of the
placed
If the death penalty will not deter from murder, house. From tliis cabinet a standard gas pipe
what will? This question .of a learned judge is conveys the gas to the range· and other applian•
arresting. What would have kept Judd Gray from ces.
becoming a murderer? Will the modern man with
There are two t,anks in the cabinet. When one
his childish notion of law as a cure-all ever disis exhaµsted, the second one is there,
cover that men go straight when they think container
for · use. 'A call or a . postcard '· brmgs the
straight and mainly only then; when they do .not ready
man with a new tank. He opens the cabdrink liquor not because there is a law against it service
a master key, removes the empty c-OnQr none, but for the· reason that they regard it as inet with
and connects up the new, full one-all withunscientific and a form of slow suicide? Which tainer
the house or · disturbing the gas
would do most for society, another Sing Sing or out entering
·
.... more industrial schools like Henry Ford's? Is the tiervice.
Think what a Godsend this new fuel will be to
zriminal an average youth who prefers to be bad
or has he been badly started-badl y §taged and the mothers of small sons who dislike chores?
managed ? When a child has a bad start can . Instead of "ding-dongin g" all day ..at son to fill the
;;ociety afford to allow him to add to it an ordin- wood box, carry in the coal, or empty the ashes.
mother can now light a match, turn on the gas,
ll'Y education? Are we a little tardy in mobiland do her cooking and baking as quickly and con&inJ;?: for his potential criminality?
·
:veniently as her city sistee
FRANK OTTO.
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ITEM S OF INTEREST
YOUTH , WHO WEEPS· REAL TEARS , GIVES
EXHIB ITION ON BUSES
A youth who can weep realistic ally without
even smellin g an onion is one of the stars of the
six Glasgow boys who .will assist Sir Harry
Lauder in the film, "The Hunting Tower." He
is Robert Mackie and while he is here he is
.earning pin . money by wee;ping exhibiti ons on
buses.
"BRITO N FINDS NEW WA. Y TO GET AUTO
. ' ·REP AIRED
: .A · new way . to -get one's automo bile repaire d
has been discove red by a London man. The formula is to leave it stii_I}dirig- alongs'ide another one
of th~ same make in the hope that the owner of
tjte ,other- car will. miSt~ke it for his own and · put
it" in order.
•
.
.
AnyY1aY .this happene d at a sea&ide resort this
week. A London er returne d in the ev.ening to ~he
place .where his ca.r -was parked but on gettmg
irito· it he found that .· it wouldn 't start. Thereu'pon he climbed out, · removed: .a nd cleane? . the
spark plUgs, tuned up the . magnet o and ad1!1sted
the carbure tor. The car started 'off beautifu lly
jµst as- the real owner rushed up shoutin g "PoHce." The first man then found his own Cll;r just
behind the one which he had so kindly repaired .

foot coating of debris which through ages.ha s accumula ted over the original surface.
Particu larly in that part of the city where
modern traffic require ments necessi tates a central
junction of the subway lines-a point between the
Roman Forum· and the Trojan Forum not far
from the Coliseu m-exca vations are expecte d to
reveal dozens of ancient edifices
The situatio n of many of. these relics has been
for centurie s> but their wholesa le uncover ing had
been conside red impossi ble until growth of traffic
made subway constru ction necessa ry.
·
_.Engine ers will work with expert· archeol ogists
. who, it is understo od, have the power of orderin g
· deviation of the. lines to avoid injuring. antiquit ies.
· A si.-ecial "Subwa y Museum " will probabl y be
, creatc'1 as a reposito ry for the finds taken during
~he twelve .ye~rs: work.
· ·
·

SILEN CE IN T.HE LUMBE R CAMPS .
.Visitor s to lumber camps in the big woods
6f Norther n Maine or· Canada are impress ed
with the silence at table. · It seems strange , this
subdued brand of dining deportm ent, in direct
contras t to the boistero us, rollickin g demean or·
of the woodsmen when in the open. Yet it is
an inflexible custom.
Some C!lmps' P"ost such signs as "No Talking
at the Table" or, "Silence at the Table." The
experien ced · .woodsm an, howeve r, knows ·the
NEW TYPES OF TRUCK S
custom and abides by it. It is the unquest ioned
' Three new types of four-cy linder dump trucks edict of the cook. There must be no dallying
over
coffee and cigarett s. In fact, coffee is
with nomina l ratings of two and one-hal f, . three
and one-hal f and five tons, respecti vely, recently gulped and cigarett es are barred. The cook's
slogari
is "Eat and Get"! ·
have been added to the already very complet e line
This is a rule of reason. The cook has so
of motor trucks manufa ctured by the Interna tion- ·
much to do. It is seldom that the dishes from
ill Harves ter Compan y.
The chain-d rive truck appeals to many people one meal are washed before it is time to preThe cook's helpers, or
because of the simplic ity of the chain mechan ism, pare for the next.
the ease with which adjustm ents and repairs can "cookee s," have to cut the wood for the stoves.
be niade while the truck is on the job, and also the This is hauled into the camp yard as logs, and
ability of the truck to pull out of gravel pits and it is up to the "cookee s" to saw and split these
excavat ions. Both models are provide d with a into the proper lengths. It takes time. And
wide range of gear ratios. The transmi ssion in- there are innume rable details remaini ng. All
cludes four speeds forward and one reverse. In these take time.
Experie nce has demons trated that when c0nthe larger models, 74-C and 14-C trucks, in addition to the reductio n gear type of drive, the live versatio n is permitt ed at table in the lumberaxle has a two-spe ed range. which provide s an ex- camps, argume nts are inevitab le. And argume nts
general ly consume a lot .o f valuabl e time and not
ception ally wide choice of power applicat ions. .
infrequ ently end in trouble. Occasionally, newcomers to the camps will challeng e the cook's
right to enforce silence. General ly these troubleROME' S SUBWA Y BUILD ERS TO BARE makers are from the cities. Recentl y a New York
CITY OF CAESA RS
rough, who had sought the isolatio n of a Norther n
The first real step toward modern ization of Maine lumber camp for reasons best known to
Rome-- constru ction of a subway system, upon himself , persiste d in talking after the cook had
which work is soon to begin- is expecte d to bring admoni shed him that conver sation was prohibit ed.
"Who'll stop me?" he ask'!d.
to light more of the ancient city than all the
The cook, being an upstand ing man, with long
archeol ogical investig ations have done since the
experie nce among the woodsmen, and a pprecia tfall of the empire.
ing
it was a pivotal moment for hi s authorIn cutting three undergr ound lines, with total ity, that
unloosed a "hayma l<er" that ended on the
length of nearly fifteen miles, through the sub- jaw
the belliger ent. There was no come-back.
soil of the ·Eterna l City, enginee rs will be vir- The of
tough had had enough.
tually working at the street level <?f the Cae~ars,
· The woods camp in recent years is a harJince modern Rome in most places hes on a thirtymoniou s nlace.- N. Y. Tim.P.a.
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1488 Holding His Own; or; .The Brave Fight of
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